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Roplioa to the Quoationnoii*© received from the 
Bengal National Chamber of Commerce & Industry

SI .No, Cfri.No, Page No.

1. 28 22

2. 51 31-33

3. 52 35

5.

6.

58 34

61 36

85 45

Points for elucidation

Can you give the percentage of cases where ’Gheros’
I

were resorbed to because of non-implementation of

the recommendations of the Wage Boards and

awards of Tribunals?

(i) V/ill you consider the ex-employees who have 

givon up the job to toko to trade union nativities

as full time workers as outsiders?

(ii) Often a point has been raised that already 

the percentage of outsiders is sufficiently lower

than permissible limit. In such circumstances 

will mere reduction in percentage improve the

situation?

(iii) Will you give suggestions to improve the 

syllabus?

Will you agree that once in a fair and Importi al

manner majority union is determined, it alone

should have the rights to raise disputes?
in India

Considering the extent of unionisation/is not 

50% criterion for Registration and 50% for 

recognition too high?

In reply to Qn.58 (page 35) you seem to prefer 

verification method while in reply to thin 

question the preference shown is for secret 

ballot. Will you reconsider your replies?

V/ill the conferment of the right of sole bargaining 

agent on.the majority union facilitate collective 

bargaining and improve industrial relations?

«**•••

Cfri.No


■2-

7. 159

8. 154

Page Ng, ZglXK.^g.,

Can the national minimum wage not be fixed

in quantitative terms oven though the money

value may differ from region to region ?

Can you give some instances where

independent members have not taken an

impartial view and have sided with

the employees ?

66
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BENGAL NATION AT. CHAMBER OP COWERCE & INDUSTRY-

Replies to the Questionnaire issued by
t)ie Kational Lafeur~ domlssionT

I. RECRUITMENT AND INDUCTION

Recruitment : '

Q. 1 : (a) How in labour recruited at present in
industrial establishment ? In recruit- 

ent effected through (i) jobbers . .
ii) contractors (iii) advertisements
iv) introduction by existing employees
v) employment exchanges or (vi) any

other method ?
(b) 'How far are the present reoruitmeit arrnnge*- 

,. ... ment satisfactory for different types of
employees and different levels of skill ?

(a) Recruitment through jobbers is not very much prevalent 

j| in West Bengal and recruitment through contractors is also con

fined mostly to those jobs which are performed by contract 

labour.

Under the Employment Exohnnges (Compulsory Not J ficajf on 

• of vacancies) Act, all employers employing more t’r n 25 wok<’rs

are required to notify all their vacancies, except in a few 

cases, to the Eknploymo.it Exchanges.

It has, however, been reported by a large number of the 

constituents of the Chamber that this method of recruitment is

) not very satisfactory as the candidates sponsored by the Deploy

ment Exchanges are not often found suitable to the jobs to fill 

up which they are deputed. The Employment Exchanges .also on 

their part have so far been able to place only a at,all percen

tage of those who are registered with them. (

There are a few factories where, either by agreements with 

•the trade unions or in accordance with the awards of Tribunal, : 

vacancies have to be filled up by candidates sponsored by the 

Unions or the existing workers. A report prepared sometime ago 

by the Directorate of National Employment Services, Went Bengal, 

refers to 19 factorJ.es which fill up vacancies either on i be 

recommendations of the Unions or gave preferenoe ei flier to the

■ f ?. • f ' ’ ’1 ‘ :'
dependents ... (p.2)
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dependents of the workers or to the retrenched employees.

The methods referred, to above relate to the recuritment 

of unskilled, semi*skilled and also skilled personnel but, in 

regard to the highly skilled workers and technical and adminis

trative personnel^ Qnipl&yors zonorally get much bettor rosoon00 

from advertisements inserted in local and outsido newspapers tha 

from the Employment Exchanges.

(b) Subject to the .observations made in reply to Question 

No.2, and also the deficiencies of the Employment Exchanges 

referred to above . the present system may be considered to bo 

fairly satisfactory.

fl.2s In what categories of employment Is labour 
in short supply 7 What steps should be 
taken to minimise the effects of such 
shortages ?

Generally speaking, labour'is in short supply particular’ 

in regard to skilled and highly skilled jobs. This In due 

mostly to the lack of balance between the pace of industrial 

development and the supply of adequate number of technical 

personnel. The Chamber is not aware whether any regular survey 

of technical manpower is being made on an al1- India basis, but 

it would like ‘to refer to the Quarterly Reports on Shortage 

Occupation issued by the Directorate of National Employment 

Services, West Bengal. Hie roport for the quarter ended Hatch, 

1967 and reveals an analysis of the shortages experl ?nced by 

employers both in tile private and the public sectorc in recrui

ting suitable candidates. There were altogether 1520 vac .ancles 

• in both the sectors (employing 10 persons or more except in the 

Calcutta area whore it related to establishments employing 25 

persons and above)...which remained unfilled at the ond of ^arch, 

1967. The corresponding figure at the end of the previous quar- 

’ tor Whs 1561.

This roport furthor points out that in some cases the 

vacancies remained unfilled, despite availability of applicant?

................ (p.3)in
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in the Live Register at the' Employment Exchanges. Thin wan 

due to the fact that the'requirements by the employers of quallr- 

fi cations and experience , were higher-than those possessed by 

the applicants, In certain cases the terms1 and conditions of 
services offered.by the employers. were not"acceptable to the 

candidates in the live registers of the Employment Exchanges.

An ear’ll er, survey of engineers seeking work through the 

Employment Exchanges in West Bengal, undertaken by the above- 

mentioned Directorate, has also revealed that out of 175 graduate 

engineers who were selected for the sample survey, 57 remained 

unemployed and of them 14% remained unemployed for more than 

a year. The main reasons for unemployment were the lack of 

experience, limited scope of employment opportunities for fresh 

engineers, hard competition, need for special trail.ring 'to.

These unemployed graduate engineers had also tried ai l at riled 

for jobs through various other, means but fad led.

This imbalance between demand and supply is a matter of 

serious concern both because of the inability of the industries 

(and also, commercial establishments) to procure suitable perso

nnel for their work and also because of the rapid increase in 

the number of the . imem.ployed in the country.

The remedy lies, in the first place, in ex:t< Hog Hu 

• existing facilities for technical education which ozt..’« n>i,y

inadequate and making proper arrangements for tra.l Hug draftsmen 

in skilled and highly skilled jobs. Provisions mad-' ir. the 

Apprenticeship Act will serve the purpose of such training to

, some extent. The Act has already been enforced; the experience 

of its working during the last few years suggests that some of 

its provisions may have to be changed to suit the requirements 

both of the Industries and of the apprentices taken in.

The Chamber, however, feels that the application of lb© 

Apprenticeship .Act, even with changes made therein, will not; be;

enough ... (p.4)
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enough to meet the situation caused by the shor! .-e 

What to necessary to to give both profess! o’>: 

bias Co educ'tlon comparatively ea'dy, so ■/' 

persons show:-ng spentsd aptitude ho opt lor j 

at an early stage of their educational career, 

cation of students to various tech"'leal. courses -- 

Pinal or the Higher Secondary stage and the esC-P i ip 

more technical Institutions, particularly -d cn<- 

may ad so help In Increasing the so.ppl?/ o >' sh'hU- 

wo rah -n various industries.

In the rsecond place, the sis. ids,rd of rc"(

ad so requi re s to be considerably ir i proved. fr >

times receiverI from employers abovj Che lad; o-

ledge of both spoken .and written H i.glisb a spv;

In the third place, the requi- , -r»ri r>n !; of* is-

var? ous fid o S should be co r'.'nfg: p as so ss' d

commcud s 1 a’ ! g<' e i d ed' i f'•: 0) 1 si i 11 ■ I «1 11 - ( 1 :

The need for Hfferent types of !;e< 'dries..! 1

requ:’ rem en ta ■' changing teohnoloa di.ou li ’ 1 '•

and the ratio of engineering di pi01 ■i hold' ■ - '

staff Cor d:hi i erent types of jobs 'hould I'- SO

ellmiu o,te cha1 sees of wrong a.ssessru^ut of C>-

grades of too’ 'Ulcsd bends. Pd'-Ops 1' <s;11 q • i ■ i \ i

cl on 11/ aht's.-l Co I; re. ’ u y oun g poo pi < ior jei >

11 sod C i nJ ia! 1 > . ’ i s hard I y n eco; •sa.ry Co - -|b

gap wlvlch now exists between the r< ' ■

sonnel and th •1 r supply, even in t.l io con t ex! ol

and volume of in dust rial dev el o pm eiit, will CsrC

future with < ■1 e *_ln tro du c ti on o f m o i soph? : a-

,Q. l.d •' ' OS .1 s.t I; o i i iu 1 - ’ 1 ! C_ • lire! • 1
! f reran p- C - . • 1 < ■: - < 1 1 - , 1 | t

) s C Ta i« d i I i" ■ • - ««” 1 d
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Tlie Chanter would, however, like fro draw/ at 

fact that lack of mobility sometimes results from 

of employers fro adequately com pen a ate the workers 

for the lack of facilities which are available a t. 

wo lit ere live with their families.

To what extent is industrial labour nigra/' 
in character ? What problems does s’-^t 3a on 
pose in recruitment and potent.; os

There are a few industries in West Bengal who ;■ a < 

percentage of unskilled and semi~ski3led workers, 

to the State, take long lea,ve from tbs factories, ; It 

during agricultural season, much in excess of the rorio 

under the Factories Act. The result;.ng absentor • a * os” 

si deraid e di donation fro the work ir ’ he fra,” t a < ■ <

This does not, however, apply ' •> t he r ■ so r' 

who have strong Local ties and do no t have ores'' 

tli ei r n a fri v e v 1.11 ages.

Inn

•st ,

^.‘5_ ^°'7 do the existing statutory p > <•'
regard to employment of women rdfmt 
cruitment of women labour ? Consist,-- ' 
international conventions on condifrie 
work for women, what modi float bar - • 
ne.eessai’y in frho existing prov.; tee 
P r< >mo frlng m p toymen t ofr /omen

it appears from the Calcutta Employment- Ms. 

issued quarterly by the Directorate o fr National E 

Bengal, that women are mainly employed in Wes!; Ben/ 

tries under Jute Spinning Weaving, manufaefrure e free

equipments such as radio, microphones, etc., and ; • J-w 
offices in the public and private sectors and b' . - : 

m e di c al an d h e; \3 ' ■ h s e rv frees.

'Ph,' i.ota.fr number of women cnp.l.o.ved const ' t.n 

to these- Deport , less than 4 o’ of tire total c ip-le 

Bengal.

i.ota.fr


of ouston'; and the 'general- praotloe is that both husband and 

wife are given employment in the name factory. Ao generally 

(sapioynent- io on a family basin and as the industry has to 

provide free family,, quarters of specifications approved by the

Chief Inspector of Plantations, a woman worker has the oppor

tunity to reside Inside the Estate with her husband and children.

They are reported to be happy about their conditions of employ 

ment and place of work.

Generally, the wages paid to women workers in the Tea 

Industry are slightly lower-than those paid to male workers, 

though equal pay .has to be paid, in accordance with the ILO 

■Convention, to both the male and female workers for same or

. similar trork, the payment of which is on piece basis.

The requirement to pay equal wages for male and female

. .workers has, however, resulted in a reduction of the number of 

■' v women workers employed in the coal industry from 14% in 1954 to

less than 8% in 1965. It is the experience of the industry 

that the output of a woman worker is appreciably lower than

• that of a male’‘worker, particularly in a coal mine where the 

work is arduous and hazardous. On the other hand, the consump-

.. tion unit of a woman worker is not the same as that of a male 

worker and, as stated in the Deshapandey Report, the majority 

of female workers are family women who look only to supplement 

the earnings of their husbands or their male relations. The 

consumption unit was, therefore, taken as 2.25 units in the case 

of a female worker employed in manual work as against 3 for a 

male worker. On this basis and considering the fact that spe

cial amenities are enjoyed by women in the form, of maternity .
benefits ... (p.u

. X



benefits, pro viol on of ..creches etc.,' the Majumder Tribunal had 
awarded 75% of a man’s wage to a woman worker doing the cam© 

work. Thia deci cion wag, however, subsequently reversed by 

’ the Labour Appellate Tribunal mainly on ideological considerations. 

The result has been that employ era are being gradually diooou-

- raged’ from employing women workers in .the coal industry where 

male workers are found more suitable for arduous and strenous 

job than women workers. This tendency will continue with in- 

• creased mechanisation, deeper mining and the need to instal 

mechanised loading and sand gathering arrangements at sidings 

and sources of supply.

Restrictions on employment “of women workers during the 

night may also be nother factor for tire gradual reduction in , 

the number of women workers, 'particularly in the coal industry.

'The other most important impediment to the employment of 

.. women in larger number is the liability of the employers to 

; provide maternity benefits and the provision of creches to the

children of women workers. While almost every ten garden, main

tains well-equipped hospitals under qualified medical officers, 

thus ensuring adequate facility for proper treatment during the 

pre-natal and post-natal periods, the grant of maternity benefit 

is not limited to any ceiling in the number of children bom to 

a woman worker. This, together with the cost of providing’ creches 

etc. (to which a reference is being made later), entails consi

derable burden on the industry. The Chamber would, in tills 

connection, refer to a question included in the Questionnaire 

recently issued by the Small Family Norm Committee about the 

desirability of stopping maternity benefits when the number of 

living children exceeds a prescribed number. The Chamber gene

rally supports tliis proposal. For, apart from helping in the 

promotion of the Family Planning Programme, this will also reduce 

the financial, burden, on employers of women workers. Tills would 

incidentally also encourage other industries to employ more women.

. \ As regards ... (p.8)



As regarcjsl the provision of creches to children of women 

work era, attention had been drawn to the,, difficulty in provi

ding thio facility in the Plantation arena where by the very 

nature of the work performed, it in not possible to provide 

separate room^s as in factories, for the oars of children# What 

the Tea Industry has to do in .thia respect is to provide mobile

creches with adequate cover to protect against sun and rain

which, Kieqfia an additional expense. Besides, they have to supply

free milk to the children up to two yearn and oerealn, according 
' 7 . ' i,/ ’ - '.s .. -■ - ' fi

to a presribed scale, to children between 2 yearn and 16 yearn.
■ • ■ i
Thin in a burden which many <fcea gardens are not in a position 

to bear. - "

The Tea Industry has also to provide for free primary edu

cation to the children of their workers, but it lino been reported 

that attendance at ouch schools in ve.ry pool* an the parent a doI
.not want their children to attend school a by neglecting their 

houraehold duties.. Trade Unions may perhaps play a useful role 

in encouraging the workers to attend the schools.

Q#6 : What are the advantages and disadvantages of 
recruitment of casual labour ? If employment 
of casual labour is a disadvantage, what steps 
should be taken to decasualise ouch labour ?

There are many industries where, because of the nature of 

operations, it is necessary to employ a certain number of casual 

workers. While normally all industrial ooncemo are in a 

posit-ion to anticipate the volume of work to be handled by than 

in the foreseeable future and they plan their employment policy 

accordingly, there are occasions when some extra pressure of 

work makes recruitment of temporary workers unavoidable. , Occa

sionally, the temporary absence of regular workers also requires

.the yacnhoiea to he filled up by casual workers. There are also 
certain operations which are not connected with the regular work 

of the particular industrial concern and for which, it is not 

necessary to maintain a regular aid permanent staff because of 

their intermittent character. Except in the case of the Tea
• ♦ •
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Industry in North East India, the percentage of such casual 

workers is, however, very small when compared with the total 

number of persons employed in any concern,, though the proportion 

varies from one case to. another. In the Tqa Industry, the per

centage varies from 10% to as much as 80%. There are certain 

• Tea areas, where the plucking season is confined only to a few

weeks, when the number of workers has to be increased con si-- .
derably. It is not, however, possible for the management to 

give all these workers a permanent employment and they are 

recruited on a temporary basis.

Subject to observations made below, industries do not 

it disadvantageous to aaploy casual labour. By and large,

find

many

workers, who secure such jobs also find it to their advantage. 

Apart from these who are currently unemployed and are .able to 

' secure temporary jobs, instances have been reported of even 

those who .are in the permanent rolls of other factories absenting 

themselves from their parent factories and taking up casual jobs 

in other concerns. The facilities granted by the E.S.I. Scheme

in regard to leave encourage this system of casual employment.

In the circumstances now prevailing in the country, 

very difficult to contemplate a complete decasuallnation 

or a total abolition of casual labour,

it

of labour

i s

The Chamber has, in this connection, also been informed 

that the Government of West Bengal had sometime ago proposed that 

the number of permanent woikers, in Tea Gardens should be in the 

ratio of 1,1 to 1.3 per acre of plantations and that the percen

tage of casual workers to the total labour strength, should not 

exceed 20 at any time of the year. This suggestion is admittedly 

unworkable, and the Chapib©r would suggest that any limitation on 

the number of casual workers should not be enforced without due 

regard to the peculiar condition of each particular industry.

As far ... (p.10)
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As far as the Chamber in aware, the only major sphere 

where any noheme of decasualication has been in operation in in 

regard to Dock Workers. The experience of the working of the 

Scheme han not, however, been very happy, in no far an stevedores 
who are reoponnihle for the payment of wagon and such levy an j

may be imposed from time to time by the Dock Labour Board, have 

to enlist workers for any particular job through the Board by 

making necessary requisitions whenever a vessel han to be loaded 

or unloaded,. But, partly as a result of this procedure, steve

dores have no command over the workers employed by them an they 

have no disciplinary power over then.

The Chamber is, therefore, very strongly of dpinion that 

if tlie principle of deoaounlination under thin Schema .In extended 

to the industry also, the result would be that employers will 

cease to have nny disciplinary action over their workern and 

will not be a,ble to take any step for removing causes of ineffi

ciency and for eliminating wastage at each stage.

&.7 In view of the present unemployment situation, 
what place should be given to the absorption 
of ‘physically handicapped1 in recruitment 
policy ? Should there be a statutory pro- - 
vision for reserving a portion of the vacan-

7 ’ cies to physically handicapped persons ?

Every encouragement should be given for the employment 

of ’physically hand!capped’ persons. Though the scop- Cor 

employment of such persons in many industrJ.es is very much 

limited because of the nature of operations carried on them, 

many employers are reported to have given employment to such 

persons where found suitable. There are also special Employment 

Exchanges where such. people can get themselves registered and 

arrangements also exist, though on a limited scale, to give than 

vocational guidance as well as training. There is no doubt that 

7 physically handicapped’ persons, if otherwise employable and

>
trained ... (p.11)

industrJ.es
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trained for particular types of John, any be given none prefe

rence by a few employers. Government may also directly help ,
• •'■ >

ouch persons "by debarring.the limitations of entry age in Govern - 
ment services for the "Physically handicapped” persons, and 

• Govlpaiment • Departments may be given more power to directly 

recruit the ’’physically handicapped” persona.

tey5

0,8 : In establishments within your knowledge, io
^*igR3Sf there any discrimination in the matter of

recruitment on grounds of caste, community, 
region, language, etc. ? Under what cir- 
cumstances in ouoh discrimination .juntifled ?

Left to thanselves, employ ero would natural ly prefer giving 

employment to the best persons available. They are, not how

ever, always free agents in this respect and, subject to the 

observations made in reply to Q*lCa), it has been reported to the 

Chamber that pressures, both official and informal» are often 

exercised by Governments on employers to confine their recrult- 

ments only to the people of particular States.

This is undesirable from the broad socio-pollticaf point 

of view. Undoubtedly, people of a State possessing requ:;site 

qualifications should get preference in employment within their

respective States, but the Chamber is generally of opinion that 

there should not be any discrimination in the matter of recruit

ment on .grounds of caste, community, region, language, etc. 

exoept that some preference has to be given to the employment 

of persons displaced in a particular area as a re; It of the 

• setting up of a factory in the locality. This qual ifies.!■’ on 

is necessary both because of the need for giving some compensa

tion to the people whose land may have been acqui sitioned and 

also to the establishment of some sort of local identification 
of the industry concerned with the people of the area.

(contd. . 12)
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Q, 9 : Are the existing programmes for "on-the-spot" 
training of woikers adequate ? What are the

- directions in which improvement should he 
nought ?

i
There io considerable scope for training workers while

on the job. Fresh recruits and untrained labour may be trained 

Semi-skilled workers can become skilled if proper arrangements 

can be made for providing "on-the-job" training.

Before the Apprenticeship Act was passed, and even now 

many workers had indeed obtained their training from within the 

Industry, but the Chamber is not aware whether arrangements witch 

already, exist in many factories for providing "on-the-job"

: training to their regular woikers are adequate and whether, apart 

from fhe provisions of the Apprentices Act 1961, employers as 

airul.e provide facilities for giving training to their workers 

while on the job*

Q, 10 : What steps should be taken to encourage ■ a 
employee .to avail of the facilities out ide 
the place of work for improving his ski! I. ?
Is there any system of granting study la-ive 
to the employees in your estabiislum amt 
If yes, please give details.

It is in the interest of industrial concerns themselves 

.to make- arrangements, for training employees to improve their rjkill 

so long as the supply of such technically trained personnel is 

not adequate. Apart from such facilities as may be provided in 

respect of "on-the-job" training, employees should also be 

encouraged to secure training outside the place of work in spite 

of the temporary loss of production which may be cal1 k 1 as 

result of the release of employees from their regular .jobs.

There are a number of Poly Technique Institutions'and also 
’ • • • ! 
Degree Colleges where skilled-4 workers and technical personnel, 

already employed in factories, admit themselves to part-time 

Degree and Diploma courses in the evening. Similar facilities

are ... (p. 13)
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are also. available for employees in mercantile- flxns for 

Connercinl • Education. •

Rules for eligibility for admission to such courses 

include age limit, minimum educational qualifications and in 

the cane of technical training also certificates of employment 

in recognised factories.

Facilities which at present exist in this regard are 

admittedly very jmuch limited, and there is clearly a need for 

further expansion. , '

Q; 11 : (a) What should be the outline of a rational
promotion policy ? What place would you

£. assign in thin policy to seniority,
merit and tra.de test ?

(b) Should recruitment to positions at higher 
levels be made from am oil g the existing 
employees only ? If so, upto what Iovel ?

(a) There cannot be any hard and fast rule about a ratio

nal promotion policy. Seniority should be given proper enphasia, 

though due attention should also be given to merit and trade

r r

In-many, industries, untrained woikers are trained on the 

job and are promoted to higher ranks as and when they acquire 

more skill.

(b) In regard to vacancies at higher levels also, employers 

often give an opportunity to literate and highly efficient wor- 

.kers to fill up vacancies, though the scope for sy.ch promotion 

is limited and the extent varies from factories to factories. 

There are many positions where recruitment has to be ma.de 

directly according'to the employment policy followed by the 

management, as mentioned in.reply to Q, 1,

ffil. CONDITIONS . . . (j>. 11)

tra.de
ma.de
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11 • CONDITIONS Off WOEK
-1

q. 12 : (a). Conditions of work in factories, mines and
plantations, etc. are presently regulated 
by the Factories Act, 1948, the Plantations 
Labour Act, 1951 and tho Mines Act, 1952 etc. 
The main provisions of suefi acts 1;hor rlla 
relate to (i) safety and welfare, kii): hours 
of work, rest interval, weekly off, etc.,

. • • (ill) employment of young persona and women,
(iv) .annual leave with wages, (v) occupational 
diseases and (iv) overtime payment. What 
changes are necessary in these provisions ? . 
How should the implementa.tB.on-of these acts 
be imp roved ?

(b) What other- steps are needed to ensure proper 
,r working conditions ? »

The provisions in the various Acts relating to conditions 
. of work in factories, mines and plantations are quite adequate./ i.

They are not, however, always strictly enforced and the Chamber 
feels that arrangements should be made for the proper implemen
tation of the provisions.

The Chamber would likb to emphasise that there are many 

factories, particularly. amohg the small scale ones, where 

infringement occurs because either of the ignorance of the 

management about the provisions of the law or of marginal 

adjustments.

The position in this regard may be const derail,/ improved 

- «*S if the administrative, machinery concerned approaches the proble

.in a sympathetic manner and trj.es to understand the difficultie 

of the small scale units in implementing the provisions of the

Act.

What is necessary is that the function of the Labour 
..Department should not be punitive in nature, and the setting

up of an Advisory Body attached to the Department ma?/ be con si 

derable assistance to such units.

C-13 « In the matter of national raid festival holidays, 
what is the extent of difference in the total 
number of holidays from region to region ? Io 
this difference justified ? If not, is it 
possible to bring about uniformity in the total 
number of holidays in different regions ?

(p. 15The * • •



The htiv.be:? of-National and Festival Holidays is very 

much exce/.hve in I?itla. In addition to the three National 

Holidays, nrnely the 26th January, the 15th August and the 

,2nd October, when workers are given paid holidays, different 

factories observe a few other days as Festival Holidays in 

terns of agreements with the workers and award of Tribunals,

' State Governments also often declare other paid holidays. As 

instances may be mentioned that last year there were two such 

holidays in West Bengal, one on the 1st May and the other on 

the 9th August. This year, again, the Government of West Bengal, 

besides declaring the 1st May as a holiday under the Negotiable 

.Instruments Act, suggested to employers the declaration of a „ ' 

paid holiday both to Industrial workers and to those employed 

..in the shops. In addition, there are unofficial holidays also 

• such as those caused by General Strikes and Hartals when, however, 

no wage is paid. The result of all this is that the number of 

.working days in the year is very much reduced.

It is desirable that the number of Festival holidays should 

be uniform all over the country, though the particular days when 

such holidays should be declared may vary from region to region 

or from units to units according to the different conditions 

existing in different regions or the oirounxstances of each 

In di vi du al uni t. ’■

Q. 14, : What changes are necessaxy in the existing 
arrangements for regulating conditions of

< • • work in employments other than in factories,
mines and plantations ?

Conditions of work in Shops and Establishments are regulatec 

in West Bengal by the. West? Bengal Shops. & Establishments Act of 

1963. The provisions of this Act. are in many cases more liberal

than that of the Central Acts regulating employment in factories, 

mines and plantations. Au :■ nntanoes may be mentioned lie fad 

that every employer is required to observe one and a half days 

as holidays every week, as against only one day in industrial.

establishments ... (p.16)
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establishments. Though the nuabpr of working hours in yshops 

are more/as compared to those in the latter, the nature: of work

.'’/ in lens arduous. The period upto vhioh a worker in shops and 

commercial establishments may he required to work overtime in
Sj 'also limited to 120 hourn in a year, though no ouch restriction 

in imposed by the Central Acts.

Q, 16 : How- have the existing arrangements regarding 
regulation of conditions of work of contract 
labour and labour employed by contractors 
worked ? In. what directions are improvements 
necessary ?

There are- certain types of work in many factories .which
Z '• are not of a permanent or regular nature or related to the 

main linos of production but of a casual nature. Al I such work 

is performed in some cases by casual labour directly employed 

by the industries, or entrusted to contractors depending on 

the nature of the work. Thin type of work is more or lens of

. an ad hoc nature, and not being of a permanent character re- 

quiring employment of wholetime workers, employers some times 

find it more convenient to entrust an outside agency to supply 

such labour. They naturally do not like to assume responsibility

? \ for. providing permanent employment to such labour in view o f 

their inability bo provide full time work to than fh.ougho".i

5 the year.

It is, therefore, neither possible nor desirable to pro

hibit the employment of contract labour. At the same’time, the 

Chamber recognises the fairness of regulating the conditions 

of work of such labour with a view to ensure payment of wages 

and provision of essential amenities.

HI.-—Trade- —.. 17)
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Q. 17 ;. What are the statutory benefits/ 
p ro vi si on n, in th e in pi era entati on 
of which trade unions arid on ployera’ 
organ!nationa can jointly play a 
useful role ? How should suoh 
arrangements be made effective at 
the plait level ? Should there 
be any standing arrangedeats for 
thia purpose.' ?

Ba pi oyer a* Organisation can them selves hardly

play any useful role in providing all these benefits

to woiivera on the plant level* This is a matter

which canb'eot be settled by employers and their vraitern
i

by .mutual discussions-either in meetings of the Woxfcs

Committees, where existent, or at special meetings

of the representatives of both parties.

III. TRADE UNIONS AND EMPLOYERS 
-------------7—

(... p.18)
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III. TRADE UNIONS AND EMPLOYERS ORGANISATIONS
.     ■—«!»I» »!' n."‘<r!—w»!,hi.h»-.' ' «-»<  ------------- -- J "

i
Pelerat:*,on o£ E ip'loyera&. & Wofke3"s1

?rg>^n?Wtribn.' j

q.%6 : What are the factors which have influenced 
the .1 evelopment raid organ!nation pattern of 
trade unions/employers’ Organisations since 
Independence ?

A. Efrrpl oy e r s , 0 rgsnl s atl on a

Employers Organisations envisaged in thio Question are 

generally of two kinds : Chambers of Commerce and Industrial 

Association's. • While dealing with the various types of pro hl eras 

of their constituents, they also advise their members about all 

matters relating to industrial relations.

Some of them ]\ave been perfoiming this function from 

even before Independence and their representative character in 

this regard has been recognised by Governments, both at the 

Centre and at the State level. A few such organisations have 

been set up subsequently, simultaneously with the development 

of new industries and expansion of commercial activities in the 

post-Independence period.'

The Bengal National Chamber of Commerce & Industry was 

established in 1887, and it has all along tried to project the 

views of its members in particular and of the commercial and 

industrial community in general as much as in protecting the 

rights of industrial employers, while not being oblivious of the 

legitimate interests of workers. ' Besides having a large number 

of industrial concerns as its members, the' Chamber has also 

affiliated to it a number of Sectional Associations of specific 

industrial groups, some of which have been fonned after Inde

pendence.

In the Central sphere, the All India Organisation of 

Industrial Employers, of which this Chamber is a const!tuend 

body, has been exclusively engaged in looking after the labour 

problems in all its aspects, leaving all other matters in which

industrial ... (p, 1<g)
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industrial and .ooimaereiat concerns are interested "being looked 

after by the Federation of Indian Chambers of CoEuaerce & Intluotry

There is no doubt, that, simultaneously with the increase 
in the intenaihy of labour troubles, often fomented by militant 

trade unionism, particularly after Independence (as mentioned 

in reply to Q.67), the Bnployers Organ!oations also have felt 

it necessary to strengthen their organisations. The need for 

this has also been felt more increasingly because of the actions 

taken by Central and State Governments in enacting a spate of 

labour legislations and the various measures adopted by them

for administering the same.
■ A

A number of Chambers of Commerce* & Industrial Associations 

has found it necessary to organise Dolour Departments mainly 

vfith the object of assisting their members to meet all situation 

created by the action of industrial workers and by giving them 

i sui t ahi e advi c e•

Tills is in addition to their nonal function of

(a) communicating the views of their members to _ 
the author!ties concerned on the various pro
posals for new Labour Legislation and the 
administration of the existing laws ;

and
(b) informing their members of any change in the 

existing la.w, enactment of new laws and the 
various administrative actions taken by 
Government and the. appropriate Departments 
in this connection.

As already mentioned, these Employers Organisatkons (-.inclu

ding Leading Chambers) have been given due recognition by Central 

and Stale Governments and, besides being consulted on all labour 

matters, have also been given representation on a number of 

Committees concerned with the implementation of the various mea

sures and also handling general labour problems.

The various Chambers and Associations which are members 

of the All India Organisation of Industrial Employers are also

consu? tr ,,, (»,e pmcon.am ■'
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consulted by the latter'in the mattefc; of selection of Employers 

Representatives for attending meetings of the International 

Labour Organ!. ntidn, Indian Labour Conference and it a Standing 

Committee and also on other Public Bodies.

It io necessary to make it clear that, except in the oase 

of specialised bodies like the All India Organisation of Indus

trial Employ ere, the handling of labour matters forms only 

one among the many other functiono of Employ era’. Organ! nation s. 

Wile they try to promote aid protect the interests of their 

member?/ in all respects, they do not confine their activitie o 

only to the difficulties and requirements of their members, 

but take a great interest in the general economic development 

of the country. They are freely consulted by Government not 

• merely in regard to labour matters but also on all questions 

of general economic policy. It is because of this very w3.de 

context in which Employers’ Organisations work that they can 

.take a balanced view on all labour matters as on other questions

b. trade unions

One significant point about the Trade Unions to which 

the Chamber would like to invite attention is the fact that
p

.•while there was only one Central Union before Independence, the 

number has sinoe increased, to as many as four. The reason for 

tills increase is the desire of the leading- political parties 

to dominate the Trade Union Movement. The provision in the 

Indian Trade Union Act of 1927 (referred to in reply -o Q.27) 

•permitting “outsiders" to become Office-bearers of the Unions 

has considerably facilitated this process,

Q.,27 s What has been the effect of legislative pro-
visions on the growth of trade union/< wloyers' 
organisations j

Legislative provisions have affected the growth of 

Employers Organisations only in so far as the enactment of the

, Companies Act has enabled non-profit making organisations to

constitute ... (p.21)
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tconstitute themselves into corporate, entities.

The law in respect of Trade Unions is, however, as old as 

1927, since when no material change has been effected in the 
Act. The prov. aions made in the Act for outsiders b< '• >g e.l '• g;l b.l. e

• for election as Office-bearers of the Unions and the power 

given to Unions to raise fluids for holding political meetings, 

sponsoring candidates for election to Legislature, and main

taining any person who has been elected have helped in giving 

a political character to their activities. In fact, the predomi- 

nnance of the leaders of the various political parties in the 

Trade Union movement has also led to the formation of .a number 

of Trade Unions, both at the plant level and in particular 

industries by different political parties. One of the direct 

consequences of this has bees the Inter-Union rivalry, the 

intensity1 of which has recently very much increased.

The provision of the Industrial Disputes Act, 194-7 per

mitting an industrial dispute being raised by any registered 

Union, even though a minority Union, has also encouraged the 

formation.of a number of Trade Unions in the same industrial 

Unit. The existence of a number of Central Trade Unions belong

ing to different political parties, to any one of which, such 

minority Union may affiliate is a further point to be considered 

in this connection.

/ Q«28 : Do you.-think that the modus operand! of trade
iuri on s/employers* o rg an i s at ion s' have changed 
during the last decade ? If so, what are the 
characteristics of this change ?

A. As mentioned in reply to Q.26, the Employers Organisations 

have found it necessary to set up special machineries to assist 

their members both to appreciate their responsibilities in a 

democratic society and to defend them against actions, sometimes 

illegal, of their workers.

B. Trade Unions, on the other hand, have become more and more 

militant during the last decade.
While ... (p.22)
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are undoubtedly a. iegilrinate weapon in the 

-•hands 03? workers, -and though the various labour Laws lay down

the procedure for enforcing their.provisions, there is a growing

tendency among a sizeable proportion of workers to defy nil

disciplinary actions and to resort to such tactics an sit-in,

go-slow, etc. 'While thin has been going oil1 for quite a long time 
»

the .situation turned far worse particularly after the General 

Election in 1967, as a result of which various Left political 

parties had formed United Fronts which came to power in nome 

of the States. In West Bengal, in particular, industrial peace 

was last year very-greatly disturbed by the coercive tactics 

resorted to by workers in extorting their demands from their 

employers. Such tactics included not merely Gheraos, involving 

the wrongful confinement of managerial personnel for hortrs 

together (sometimes even in'the r esidential quarters of the 

latter) and forcible prevention of ingress and. egress of both 

men anu materials from factory precises, but also physical 

torture like beating, exposure in sun and rain etc. ’’-bile in 

a few cases the provocation might have been cause by lay-off 

or retrenchment, and in some cases by the inability or the 

. failure of the managcnert.to implement the recommendations of 

! the Wage Boa. . or the awards of. Tribunals, In the large ma,jorlty •

• of cases,' such ooeroive tactics were resorted to on M e flimsiest 

ground such as taking discip.'Linary action or the Ina lity of 

the Industry to pay Bonus on the scale demanded by thm workers i 

far in excess of the provisions made in the Payment of Bonus Act.

The statement made.by the then Labour Minister of West 

Bengal that, Gheraon were legitimate upto a point and the-direc

tion given to the police not to interfere in such cases without 

.-. the prior .approval of fne Ministry further aggravat-'; ;he 

Oh.' ber does not consider it to fl

a. healthy sign that the -ratter had ultimately to be

at all

ken. to the 
legality

ox such action.
High Court for an authoritative interpretation of the

There ... (p.23)



There la a growing feeling that such tactic a by the wor-
i

kero are being motivated not by any genuine grievonoea by 

workers but by a pre-meditated plan of their leaders to take 

political advantage of the situation b rough jb about by the 

resulto of the last General Election.

. G. It must be emphasised in thin connection that there 

is a fundamental difference in the nature of work of Trade 

Unions and of £b pi oyer a* Organisations. The former often 

take up a.militant attitude, but the latter always prefer 

to follow the procedure laid down by law.

Q.29 : bo you think that the attitudes of trade unions 
and employers’ organisations towards fa) each 
other and (b) Government have undergone any 
change durin Last decade ? If: so, nt.-

•. the direction of this change.

Joint;participation in tripartite meetings organised 

under the auspices of Government has made it possible for the 

representatives of Trade Unions and Employers Organisations to 

come into close contact with each other. There have been a 

number of occasions when agreed decisions have been taken in 

the meetings, though a few meetings have also ended inconolusi vely

Representatives of both sets of organisations also meet 

in a number of ad hoc committees and it is likely that a,Il 

these have enabled them to appreciate one another’s points of 

view.

• An opportunity has undoubtedly been offered by such 

meetings at common platforms for the settlement of disputes, 

though results so far achieved have not been very satisfactory.
y

Q., 20 • The traditional role of trade uniono/enployorn’ 
organisations has been to secure protection to 
advance the interests of their members. In 
view of the national objectives of establishing 
a socialist society and achieving planned

- I economic development : (a) What should be the
changes in the nature and scope of activities 
of the trade unions/employer s’ organisations ?

1, ’ I (b) What are the changes needed in their organi-
hh national pattern and attitudes ? (c) What are

the ... (p.24)



-the 15. elds of activity in which they have an. 
independent role to play (d) In what others 
should they function in co-operation (i) between , > 
themselves mid (ii) jointy with Government ?

Ss mentioned above, industrial relations form only a part, 

though undoubtedly a very important part, of the functions of 

Employers’ Organisations, including both Chambers of* Commerce
K

and Industrial Associations. They have to attend to various, 

other problems - manufacturing, markoting, financial and 

otherwise - of their members, and they take very great interest 

in all matters affecting the economic development of the country

* Some of them inintnin well-equipped Research Departments for 

studying the economic problems of the country and occasionally 

also organise Seminars and Symposia for focussing attention on 

particular problems. They often forward their considered views 

on various questions to Government and also circulate impor

tant information to their members.

The Chambers of Commerce, in particular, hav«- Long 

realised that their Role has considerably changed i?i the Post- 

Independence period, and some of them are making necessary
» • '• ' T ' • ’> •; ■ - t > » * j

. changes in their organisational pattern.

Q, 31 : How have t rade uni on s/an pi oy era ’ organi s at io• is
helped in the evolution of a better soc:5 ety ? How

** ' . do they represent" theirs views and discs -s thei ■
affairs with Government and other pubi.:! c author! tj on 
and agencies ? Does this system of com 'indc.'J-5 or 
need improvonent ? If so, in what dir*- '• bLon ?

Employers organisations do not generally con ‘no thio 

activities only to the particular interests of the members, An 

important part of their work relates to matters concerning the 

general economic condition of the country. To thia extent they 

nay be said to have helped in the evolution of a belter society.

They have fairly satisfactory method of communication with 

Government and other public authorities, Apart from sending 

written representation®, they often take the opportunity of 

meeting Ministers mid responsible Government Officials either

in the ... (p.25)
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in the offices of the ‘latter or at their own premises for dis

cussion of important matters’relating either to individual 

•problems or concerning general economic issues.

The r*•) . \tat<.v<\a of the Employers Organisations also

serve in a number of public bodies where important questions 

are discussed.

Q, 32 : How can. trade unions/employers1 organ! cat:;, on a 
contribute towards maintaining-a high level of

; employment ? Or is thia solely the concern 
> of' Government ?

Wile, as mentioned below, trade unions and employers1 

organ!.cations may make some contributions towards maintaining 

a high level of employment, the matter depends to a large extent 

•on the economic md social policies which Government nay follow 

from time to tine. Xt is necessary to emphasise that employment 

in industries and commercial houses foms only a small proportionT 

of total employment in the country, and business houses as such ”i 

are not directly concerned with employment in such social services 

as education, sanitation, medical relief, etc. There are also 

the established professions like law and medicines of hl oh due 

notice should be taken.

I The problem of tmploynient has indeed.to be tackled by 

Govenment in so far as the size and nature of employment in .any 

country, whether directly in factories and commercial establish

ments or otherwise, depends on the volume of economic activity 

in the country. The maintenance of any standard of social ser

vices is also not possible unless the community pays i *r it cd hhor 

through taxes or public or private endowment which again, in its 

turn, depends on the wealth generated by the economic activity 

in the country.

Subject to these observations, trade unions and employers 

organisations c.an play a limited role in the opening up of avenues 

of. employment. It is the businessmen who by their own enterprise, 

sometimes undoubtedly assisted by policies adopted by Government,

o ' ... . ©rente , ,-(p,26'
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create opportunities for new employment. The employers’ or/ -,•• 

ni cat ion:/;, of which they are members, also have g'-nera! t.y 

arrangements for studying possibilities of new inv< straps !•• and 

some of them also carry on market research and explore / > ■iid- 

lities of export. They always try to help their m-nber ■ to 

expand their activities either by representing their di t lev 1 tj 

in this respect to the Government with a view to the removal 

thereof or by acting as storehouse of information of powHr’. x 

lilies that exist for development of industries. phe;> r/o 

also interested in the improvement of the technique op ■ dr o h' 

vity nnd management and carry on research in these ache an 

Even though employers are generally in favour of a?'; pptiv ;

scientifi c methods of production at d. of the intro bi.ctiou of

automation wherever possible, they do so not, inered., ■ with vh

to improve the quality of their pm ducts and cheat Un

but also because they believe that a. phased prog a: W 0 0 '

an tomatlou will ul tin at. el y n c res s <•' prospem; tpy ; •< ■ 1 t: rt ■■ i ’

expansion op the scope of emplo.ym<m

The Chamber is not very sure whether t-wle u ■ • ons

their part are very much interested in mspintaining - }tl ■ i .1 r

th

by

of employment apart from protecting the interest - 

existing members. The various tactics often adop 

are not arch as to esi courage industries being a, o’ 

Tils has been particularly so nine* 

;.©s Po'/'ming U;p! !->■! Bront hav< c << :

in J.n 'ha. By i ho pec>:1ta.r methods

oular a 'f

leftist p- : 

of the Stat

- ’ l d i

hel p

adopted, they have created a feeling of insecure * 

leanness. On the other hand, Trade Unions can def: itel 

in creating a proper atmosphere for development of ‘nap • , • •

and, if they adopt a more constructive and realistic policy 
towards industrial. relations, they can certainly p- mot< replay 

meat in the country.

i' is lecessary to state, in this conns- c tm 

provision.' made in the Industrial Disputes Act f<* 

..... • Inc ■

* }■,-

e >npb> a ,’ on
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in case.of mnosflay-off and mass-retrenchment and the propo 

which the Govemiment of India had recently made for providli r 

Uncnployme.it Insurance nerve only to jirotect the in ■ ■ < str

existing anployeos and do not have any rolevnncc ho pro 

vision of employment to those who are at present ungonloye'h

Q. 33 s Bipartite conaultations being one of the < fec- 
tive mean a of reducing the areas of conflict 
between employers and their employees, wha.t 
steps should trade uni on s/en. ploy era ’ orgr' • a- 
tions take for promoting such consultati.o: s ?

Employers generally prefer bipartite consult-. ' 

their workers. There are, however, a ';'.mbcr o d.i •'> 

in thi. s re spect «

In the first place, in a number of indur 'vis 

the existence of more than one Union, belong!: w to 

groups, often leads to a confusion about the i • » T.i 

with which talks should be conducted. It also b.api 

nurrd or o1 that agreement vrl fch Unioi j

by another.

s "

i t-'

indur •.via' " i, s ,

ong-j to -1' ■ f'er1

t h. e i • - t..t ,1J. ’ • Ur

: al sf ’ happr-'-- ■ i n

hl on :• s rem i.

In the second p lace, the provlre; on of thy In-1’:

Di sputes Act pexmitti ng an ini’. vidual employee to •

disput es has made it di f f i cul t for thej management to

.;.n Wc

r v

/or

1 ' - r.

id Cd

talks with any particular Union.

In the third place, the recent cases of G-herao 

' Bengal had engendered a feeling among anployers that -he nr 

tiationa at the bipartite level were to be held at !.b • poi 

of gun. It had actually happened that the failure l Z 

inability of employers to accede to the demands ol 

led to harassmenta, intimidation, pliysical assault- 

by the latter of the management personnel.

The Chamber has no doubt that, in the intere ■<; of in a ~ 

. trial peace and speedy settlement of disputes, all ’■ :e i 1

cud. ties should be removed and that a proper atmosphe n should 

be created for facilitating * such consultations.

&J1 v.n

Uncnployme.it
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Q, 34 : Wh&t are the existing arrangements for os huh ' 
tion between the neutral organ! sr ’ Sons < emj > >
and workers and their const! iniej.it • H shoo f
these arranganents he in proved ?

A. Employers 0rgsnisatlons are in clone contact ‘ th
!

constituents. They maintain such contacts, by means of o' 

ji Lars, correspondence and periodical moetii » j.

B. The Chamber has no information about the ma ’ ’• in " to 

Trade Unions maintain contacts with their members.

Q, 3i_ L Are there occasions when central orgs. •
of anployers and workers refuse to as " ' ■ ate 
employing imits/unions at the plsnt 1 d ?
If oo, on wliat grounds.

The Central Organisations of hi ploy era do s- ' -'-fn ■

affiliate units, if the latter satisfy the can I:; ' L-

down in thJ s regard.

The Chamber has no infomatinu about •’be C- 1 ( 

nation'of. workers.

Q. 38' ' fo what extent are the obligations u.r ' bike1 
by :?he organisations of employers and re" •
at the national level implemented by t 
constituents ? Are there any effective air- 
tions for non-compliance with these ob.i ’ -at? 
How far have they been used in recent ■ ,rs ? 
How could these sanctions be made more b'o< '

Q, 3? Do diffioultlos arise in reconc? > lug ’ as'- 
of the unions/cm ploy ers at the plait 1 
national policies evolved joint I./ by ' de 
unions/employers' organ!s.ations ? Coo i you 
cite instance of such difficulties ? a
such difficulties resolved ?

Generally speaking, the obligations imdert- • ’ by

.Organisations of Employers are implemented by thru sons' ' ”, 

except in very rare cases due to

(a) the difficulty in regard, to the co-area: ' ' ?r-

psetat!on of the: commitments made ?
•md

(b) the difficulties peculiar to part.! cube ts.

Even ... (p. H
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Even in moot of these exceptional cases, the oblig- 1 ions 

ultimately implemented, though after some time lag.

It may he added that there is at present no a--actio 

enforcing the compliance of the obligations under'- < > b 

Central Organisations of Employers or of workers. C r >

if of opinion that, in a democratic society, the co alia, 

should be one a voluntary basis.

What should be the responsibility of all-India 
organisations of employers and workers towards
(i) promoting the interest of their cons' 'uen' ’ 
in all matters affecting industrial reK > ans
(ii) implementation of laws, voluntary agreem’> '■", 
etc. (iii) training of management personnel
(tv)-providing guidance to constituent u" '■ las 
(v) ettling of industrial disputes in ""Uat:; ! u I; 
units and (vi) improving the efficiency c ■' ,’n. -a ! 
How should they hr- equipped for d; ipb' ' i ! 
nsspun si bi11tios ?

The Central Organisations of Employers are ap- ' al 1 

equipped to discharge the various responsibilities - r

.in the Queston. Apart from communicating to thcl ■ is'

Associations the contents of Government’s policy on Cfc !.

problems affecting industrial relations and elects! owe t.ak- : 

either by Government themselves or at pripartite core- ms, la 

also try to assist them by providing expert assessrr io !’.< 

current position. Occasionally they .also organise his ” 

and symposia on different aspects of cmployor-enp' n so r l : a 

to which experts are invited to participate.

While the present system in fairly satisfactoi , the s 

scope for improvement in this regard.

While matters relating to training of managers’h; per- canal 

and improving the efficiency of industry are noimall Hie or. •

of In’dividUoG units, Employers Organisations, inclu <• - c1'- t- s 

of Commerce, take direct interest in this regard by !'M.p 

association with a number of Institutions where sue ' air’ i<- 

is imparted. In fact, a number of such Institutions !<wj 1 - 

set up with the active co-operation and patronage o load;. ; ici-

' bers of the business community and the Employers Or a Isat-o^s.



grade Unions ~ Constitution
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0.39 * How are trade unions constituted at the plant level ?
What are the different forms of constitution ? Are . 
there any cordon objectives, mentioned under the

1 1 rules of different trade unions ,? What are these
common ■* objectives ?.

Q.40 ; How are the Officers who non the trade unions 
appointed ? How many of them are paid. ?

q, 41 ; How does a trade union get new members '? Are all 
membership applications accepted ? If not, by 
what criterion are applicants accepted or rejected ? 
In what ways ^do unions compete for membership ?

a.42 : What steps do trade unions take to encourage nem
bers to Interest themselves in the conduct of 
unions’ affairs ? How effective are such steps ?

£<41, : How are the activities of a trade union conducted ? 
How is the policy decided ? Who is responsible . 
for implementing the policy once it is decided ?

• . To what extent does the rank and file influence 
the formulation of the policy ?

The points referred in these questions relate to the 

internal organisation of Trade Unions, and the Chamber would 

not like to offer my comment, except stating that —

(a) the Trade Unions Act permit at least 50% of the 
Office-bearers being elected from non-members*

It is not known how many of them in any Trade 
Union are paid out of Trade Union Funds ;

(b) the .form.ation of a number of Unions in the same 
unit or industry suggests that there is keen 
competition among them for recruitment of members.

The manner in which inter-Union rivalry has been 
allowed to grow suggests that the competition 
for membership is not always carried on along 
healthy lines.

The Chamber would, in this connection, also refer to the 1 

experience of many e players that long term arrangements arrived 

at between them and the Unions, after due consultations, are 

often violated by workers without any action taken by the Union.

Q.44 « What in your opinion is the extent of prevalence 
of the system of "closed shop* or ’union shop’ ?
State its merits aid demerits-in Indian conditions.

While ... (p. 31)
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While the Chamber is fully conscious of the evils of 

multiplicity of Trade Unions in any industrial unit, it is not 

in favour of any curtailment of the right of any worker to 

join any particular Union or if he so chooses not to .join any 

Union at all. ■ ' .

The. introduction of the system of either the "closed shop" 

or the "union shop" is, therefore, not desirable in India.

The system of "closed Union" has the further disadvantage 

in so far as it also restricts the right of the employer to 

recruit workers only from among the nominees of the Union.

.Trade Union - Leadership
and ~Mui tip 11 cl t y,

0.49: Whut has been the.impact of political parties
on the pattern of trade union development 
in India ?

The cliff orent political parties exercise considerable 

influence on the Trade Unions, whether at unit level or industry 

level or region wise. Almost all the Unions are led by persons 

belonging to one or other political parties and naturally the 

policies pursued by the different Unions have not always been 

the same even though fundamentally the interests of workers should 

be more oi? less similar irrespective of the ideological difference 

■among the leaders of the rival unions. This perhaps explains wliy 

the Trade Union Movement has not always helped the workers to 

obtain the best advantage of their membership.

Q..50 1 Reference is often'made to the influence of outsiders 
in trade unions. Please define the term "outsider" 
and state what the influence of outsiders has been 
on trade unions.

Q.5 1 » Bow should internal leadership in a union be built 
~ up and strengtlxened ?

An ’outsider* is one who is not an worker.

The Chamber appreciates that in the early stages of the 

Trade Union Movement about half a century ago it was necessary

and ... (p.32)



raid■ desirable for outsiders to direct the ^movement of the 

union's in the manner bent suited to the interest of the workers. 

The level of education at that time in the country an a whole 

and among industrial workers in particular wap very tow and the 

general body of workers could not always be expected to be 

conversant with their lights and the manner in which their 

activities should be conducted.

.In the peculiar condition then prevailing, the All India 

Trade Union Congress was also under constant guidance of the 

then political leaders of the country who were closely identi-. 

lied with the Freedom Movement, and it is undeniable that trade 

union leaders of those days successfully mobilised the opinion 

and activities of industrial workers in the national cause, 

namely in the struggle for emancipation of the country from 

foreign yoke.

In' course of time, however, with the formation of different 

political parties, particularly after Independence, the latter 

considered it desirable in their own interest to extend the 

sphere of their influence over industrial and even white-coloured 

workers by forming their own respective groups and different 

trade unions, , both central and others.

While the Chamber feels that there should not be any 4 

curtailment of the democratic right of any particular worker 

to belong Individually to a political party of Ms own choice, 

it is nevertheless strongly of opinion that trade unions as such 

should not have any political affiliation and should bo concerned 

solely with the protection and promotion of the rights and inte

rests of members and that the trade union movement as such should 

not be pemitted to have my direct link with any political party.

The Chamber is further of opinion that with the spread of 

education in the country and the growth of political consciousness 

among all sections of people* both urban and rural, workers,

(p. 33) ‘whether . . .
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whether in industry or in other establishments, should have
i

"been by thia tine in a position to formulate their linen of 

action without .interference from the political leaders to 

whichever party they may belong. In view, however, of the 

existing condition in the country, the Chs/iber would not press 

this point at thio stage, but ii is definitely of opinion that 

the number of ’’outsiders" shoul 1 not exceed ton per cent or 

the total number of members o?' the office-bearers of a Trade 

Union. The Indian Trade Union Act should be modified accor

dingly.

The Chamber also fee ~s that if the syllabubs of the 

Workers Education Scheme is properly framed and if also the 

QO—operation of both the existing Trade Union leaders (who 

are mostly outsider and top management officials of Industrie; 

is obtained, wot* . • of all 'establishments may be properly

trained in the correct trade union methods and it may not be 

very difficult to ensure the buildJ.ng up of internal leadership 

from among the workers among whom the number of competent per

sons is quite considerable. '• The • framing .of the syllabus may 

be entrusted to a. separate Committee.

Q, 52 : Does the existing legislation ea 
. trade unions ? If so, what arc

encourage m.ul tlpli clty of 
the remedial measures ?

As mentioned in reply to a previous Question, the provisions 
of the Industrial Disputes Act permitting \any Union to raise any 
industrial dispute is a direct encouragement to the multiplicity 
of Trade Unions in the country.

• The provisions of the Trade Unions Act pemitting the for
mation of Unions by anybody of seven persons also encourage the 
formation of more- than one Union in a particular unit.

These two Acts-should accordingly be-suitably a”ended.

Q.5 3 * How far has the Inter-union Code of Conduct (Appen
dix IX) adopted by the four central labour organisa
tions in 1958 been • effective in regulating inter- 
union relations and avoiding inter-union rivalries '■
How could the Code be made more effective.

The inter-Union. Code of Conduct has not at all been effective 
There is a very large degree of competition among the various noli— 
tncal parties to increase .the membership of the Unions belonging 
to each group, not merely by recruiting the Jiitherto unattached 
workers bn- also'by offering inducements to the members of other 
OXistJ ig Unions ai . ... " ■ • * » •

shiarn ■ < - ... r ' '' |



'Trade Union Recognition

; D > '51• VJhot are- the advantages and disadvantages of a union
registration ? Are there any aspects 1n which the powers 
of the Registrar of Trade Unions could be altered or 
enlarged with advantage ?

,Q» 55; Has there been a change in the attitude of employers 
"towards trade unions, particularly in the matter of

recognition of unions ? Tf yes, what have been the 
contributory factors ?

0*56: Has the Code of Discipline in Industry contributed 
towards securing recognition for trade unions ?

Q.57: Do the existing provisions under the Code of Discipline 
in regard to recognition of unions provide a'satis
factory arrangement in this regard ? Specifically, 
are the provisions regarding (l) the procedure for 
verification (ii) the procedure for grant and with
drawal of recognition (iil) the period; of recogni
tion and (iv) the rights of the recognised unions 
satisfactory ?• Tf not, what improvements would you 
suggest in them ?

0*58; Would you suggest giving effect to the provision of 
the Indian Trade Unions Amendment Act, 1947 in the~ 
matter of’ recognition of.unions ? Or, should provi
sions similar to the Bombay Industrial Relations Act 
1948 or similar Act elsewhere in India for recogni
tion of unions be written into the Indian Trade Unions Act 
102§ ? Are there any other suggestions in this regard ?

At present any seven persons, of whom three may be outsiders, 

can get any trade union registored. In other words, irrespective 

of the number of workers employed in any industrial unit, any four 

of them can join with three outsiders and form a union. This na

turally encourages the formation of a nutnber of unions in any par

ticular unit and the Chamber is definitely of opinion that no union 

should be registered unless it is proved to the satisfaction of the 

Registrar that at least 30$ of the workers in the union have for

mally joined it.

. Employers are in favour of recognising those Trade Unions 

which are fairly representative of the workers in the particular 

establishment.

Difficulties, however, arise as to the criterion about the 1

representative character of the Union. The percentage; (15$) fixed 

by the Code of Discipline is definitely very much on the low side. 

In line with the suggestion made above, the Chamber considers that

it should be obligatory on the part of an Employer to recognise a ) '
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•Union only when at least 50# of the workers have joined it.

The Code also requires membership to be counted on the basis

of payment of subscription for at.least three meonths during the

'• period of six months'Immediately preceding the ceckoning. This pe- 

riod should be increased, In the. case both of' regi strat1on and recog- 

nition, to six months during the previous year, and one of the con

ditions of continuity of both registration and recognition should be 

a check up of membership on this basis at the end of every two years.

This verification should be made by the Registrar‘of Trade

Unions. 1 ™ ' ' '•
Tt should also be lai’d down that the recognition should

always be subject to the observance of the Code by the Union.

W’ The Chamber considers the existing rights of recognised Unions

as stipulated in the Code to be fairly satisfactory.

Q-t59: What are the~advantages of industrywide unions ? What
will be difficulties in their re cognition ? How should 
the subjects to be dealt with by unions at the plant 
level and by the industry union be demarcated ?

The Chamber is generally opposed to the recognition of an 

industry-wise Union. For, even if such a Union has at least 25# of 

the workers of the industry in a local area as its members, (as sti

pulated in the Code of Discipline), it may happen that workers in

/' .particular units of the industry may not be members of the Union or
■W .•'

only a small percentage may be such members.

Tt is, therefore, necessary that, in addition to the existing 

condition, an industry-wise Union must have a minimum percentage of 

workers of all the units of the industry as its members, before being 

entitled to recognition.
1 ; - . 4 • * • • r>v

As already stated in reply to a previous Question, one of 

the essential criteria for the recognition of a Union should be a

' membership strength of at least 50# of the total members of workers 

employed in a unit. An industry-wise Union should, on this basis, 

must obtain 50# of the workers of all the units in the industry in 

'the area as its members, before it can ask for recognition by the

■' industry. ‘ s '
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,Q.«60What are ihe advantages and “di sadvantages of naming
a.Union as the sole bargaining agent in an industrial 
unit ?. ,

Tfa Union enjoying the confidence of at least 50^ of the 

worker r. of tin- i art ?quia.r unit 1selected an the sol barged n 1 ng 

agent, any settlement- arrived at with this Union will have a much 

better chance of acceptance b^ the other workers in the Union. 

Employers will in that event feel assured that any attempt by the 

non-members to repudiate the settlement will not succeed.

If, however, such settlements are arrived at with minority 

unions, chances for fresh disputes on points already settled, will 

increase •

Q.61: For determining the representative character of a trade 
union for purposes of grant of recognition should, tin* 
method of election by secret ballot b<> adopted ? 1 f so
explain the detai ls of the method and the ndrnlriist rat 1 v 
a r range moment s necessary for the pwpose.

The answer to the first part of the question is in the 

affirmative.

The Registrar of Trade Unions, or some other appropriate 

authority, should made the necessary administrative arrangements.

The result of the election may be subject to appeal to th 

Labour Court.
? I • * *** — •“

Q<62? Tf a unjoft is £ leo$©d as the sole bargfitWdng agent ij 
an establishment, what should bo the rights nnd res
ponsibilities of Other unions in the establishment;?

Unions, other than the one selected as the sole bargaining 

agent, should have no rights and obligations, except to abide by 

the settlement in issues of general nature involving the interest 

of all workers. But, in cases of disputes of individual workers 

or individual groups of workers, the registered Union — though 

not recognised — may take up such cases with the management foi 

settlement.
P.T.O



0,63: Considering that categorywise unions, " 
particularly of technicians, are assuming 
groat r importance 1.fi relation to (a) the 
employer and (b) unions of other cate
gory es of employees ?

General staff, other than workers of any ..indust ri al unit 

should be encouraged to form the respective Unions.

Qt64: What facilities should an employer extend at
the workplace for the activities of unions ?

This question should be decided by the management in 

consultation with the Union.
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Industrial-gftelations» i

Xnt r o due t o ry ,

Q, 66, What should be the criteria for determining the 
effectiveness or otherwise of Government1s 
industrial relations policy ? In terms of these 
criteria , give your assessment of the vorking 
of the policy since Independence, 'with special 
reference to the legislative and other arrangements 
for prevention and settlement of industrial 
disputes#

The effectiveness or otherwise of the Government’s 

industrial relations policy should be determined by the extent 

to which industrial disputes are satisfactorily solved and peace 

is maintained In the.industrial front. In more concrete terms, 

the criteria should be the number of mandays lost, and the loss 
of production cauased not merely by strikes but ivy go-slr>v tactics

Judged from this standpoint, the various leg .i s lat J/<■ 

measures, such as the Industrial Disputes Act, the Industrial 

Employment Standing Orders Act, the Payment of Bonus Act etc, 

have not attained their objectives in full in the speedy settle

ment of disputes*

In the circumstances, the directions in which amendments 

should be made in the various Acts in the light of the changed 

outlook and the experience gained during the last few years 

should be carefully examined*
In particular, the Chamber would suggest that Government 

should seriously consider the feasibility of encouraging bipartite 

settlement,
Q, 67, Are the patterns of industrial conflict changing 

since Independence ? In particular, how“have 
the social,-economic and political factors 
affected the intensity of industrial conflict ?

Several factors have affected the intensity of industial 
conflict since Independence. The adoption by the Country of a 

Constitution with provision for Adult Franchise coupled w.f th

P#T.O.
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expectations held out during the period of Freedom 

resulted in the awakening of a consciousness among

t

f .*

Sruggle has 

all citizens

about, their rights and -privileges. Industrial workers, living 

in or near cities and new^townships and. being in constant touch 

with political leaders, have shared in this awakening to a much 

larger extent than the rural population. Though, for some years 

past, attempts are being made by the Workers Educational Centre 

to instill a feeling of responsibility among industrial workers 

in general, the influence of political leaders has, on the other 
hand, been much more effective and the sense of responsibility 

has not grown among industrial workers in general to the extent 

expected.

To some extent the fact that the standard of literacy 

is not very high among the industrial workers ~ in the background 

of a high degree of illiteracy in the country as a whole - has 

also contributed to this state of affairs.

In fairness, it should be mentioned that the condition, 

of living in the country has been growing from bad to worse 

as a result of the.large outlay of public funds, both for Plan 

and non-Plan expenditure, which has led to a high degree of 

inflation in the country. The inability of food production 

within the country to cope with the increase in population has 

further accentuated the difficulties of the people and has to 

that extent contributed to political discontent among all. sections 

of people, particularly the industrial workers.

The emphasis simultaneously laid on tho objective of 
raising the standard of living, without due regard to other 

relevant considerations, has also raised expectations among 

workers, such as may not be realised in the existing condition.

The growth of trade unionism in the country with a large
j ■ "f

element of outside personnel, mostly from politico! parties, and

rivalry among different unions dominated by different parties 

• of ten .I'csu'.ted in irresponsible and unrealistic demands. being 
W ' r.vt

has
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made by workers#

The situation in this regard was further complicated last 

yearj particularly in West Bengal after the United Front came Into 

power in the State* All political parties forming the front were 

in opposition up to the time of the last General Election and sone 

of these parties which were actively associated with labour move

ment had sonsidered. it their duty to utilise Government machinery 

to advance .the causes which they had upheld while in the Opposi

tion# A few parties‘had-'also openly expressed their inability to 

do much for the workers in view of the limitatlore imposed by the 

Constitution on the powers of the constituent States and speeches 

and statements made in this regard also generated a feeling of 

hostility among the workers to establish law and order and 

encouraged them to resort to such unlawful activities as gherao 

and forcinle occupation of factory premised and .also prevention, 

by force| of ingress and egress of men and materials into and 

from factory premises#

Q# 68# Is it possible to pick out some'significant 
factors in units within'your knowledge which 
in recent years have helped in Improving 
industrial relations at the plant level?

< Will these factors continue to be .of 
significance in future ?

There have been a few cases where Bipartite negotiations

based on mutual understanding and backed by long-term agreement

have yielded fruitful results#

Q# 69# What have been the causes of industrial unrest
since Independence ? Have there been any special 
circumstances which have contributed to industrial 
unrest ? How could their effect be minimised in 
Future ?

In addition to the factors mentioned earlier, disputes 

ail sing out of the quantum of wages (Including dearness allowance 

payment of Bonus, arrangements for supply of food from Canteens, 

lay-off and retrenchment, disciplinary action taken by manage

ment etc# have been the causes of industrial unrest in recent

years# P#T#O
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An effective policy on Price Stabilisation and restoration

of a feeling of respect for Law and Order may help in restoring

normalcy to the situation*

Q» 70*’What has been the impact of inter-'"
union rivalry on industrial relations?

Inter-union rivalry is often a source of trouble and 

constantly disturbs industrial peace*

There have been many cases where agreements made by the 

.management with one Union have been repudiated by other Unions

in the unit and matters which have been settled with the former 

. are reopened by the latter, thereby embittering Industrial

relations* ~ -

The inter-union rivalry must be stopped* This question

has been dealt, with in full earlier*

Q* 71* What improvement are necessary in”the 
present arrangements for prevent.Lon 
of industrial disputes ? What would be 
the role of me.dlation service in the 
prevention of disputes ?

The following measures may help in the prevention of

industrial disputes :

.1* Recognition by Employers of Unions on 
the lines indicated earlier;

2* Initiation of bipartite negotiations;

3* In case such negotiations do not succeed,
reference of the dispute to the Condi i i. lion 
machinery, which should be ade luatoly 
strengthened and which should be asked to submit 
its report within a time limit*

4* Parties may also, if they so agree, refer the
matter for settlement to voluntary arbitration.

6* In case all these efforts fail* the dispute has
to be referred for adjudication to the Tribunal, 
which must be asked to dispose of the matter 
expeditiously*

The Chamber does not feel that there Is a very great 

likelihood of a mediation service being successful ;n settling 

disputes*
P.T*O*
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Q* 73# How Is the state of industrial relations
in unit affected by the existence of trade 
unions ? What difference, if any, exists in the climate of industrial relations where the 
relevant trade union organisation is (a) strong 
(b) weak (c) non-existence 7

The Chamber is of opinion that only responsible and
sound trade unionism, not under the influence of political • ?.
leaders, can improve the climate of industrial relations# The

present defect of Trade Unions is the legacy which has been
handed over -to them historically# Employers will Always prefer!

to deal with strong Unions, if they are representative in the

sense indicated in answers to previous questions and if they
are led by responsible leaders#

Q* 74# What has been the contribution of factors
like (a) recognition of union (b)'arrangements 
for dealing with individual and collective 
grievances and (c) strengthening"bipartite 
‘consultative arrangements, in promoting 
industrial harmony 7

'If Unions are registered and recognised on the 3 bir a 

indicated in answers to previous questions, it wil.l help in 

strengthening bipartite consultative arrangements and promote 

industrial harmony#

Q# 75# In maintaining and promoting harmonious
employer-employee relationship.'what should be the respective obligations of *1) Central 
Organisation of employers and wor):6r.; (ii) l.ocal 
management (iii) local union and (iv) the . 
Government - Central or State ?

A system of proper communication between th ' Central. 

Organisations of employers and workers and also between the 
management and the unitn at the'unit level will help in i

maintaining .and promoting harmonious employer-employee 
relationship# Government should always take a fair and impartial 

attitude in all disputes#

Q# 76# VIhat role have labour/personnel officers played
' in preventing disputes and. maintaining harmonious
employer-employee relationship 7 Hot Cap 1 uvo they 
been effective ? Suggest measurec Improve their 
e f f e c 11 ve no s c #

It should be the duty of labour/personnel of'.'Lcer ■ to try
P#T#O
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to remove all causes, of bitterness between management and workers*

They have indeed a vital role to play in resolving disputes*

There are many factories where this objective has boon achieved*

Q« 77* What should be the arrangements for
proper communication between workers and 
management at the plant level ?

Regular meetings between managements and workers at the 

plant level and announcements- through written notices, house 

magazines and mikes may serve as satisfactory means of communi

cation between two groups* Labour Officers should in this respect be 

the ’’eyes and ears" of both Managements and workers*

Q* 78* To whom do managements delegate their
authority in dealing with employees ? To 
what extent do managements include specialists 
for dealing with personnel matters ?

Managements generally 'delegate their authority in denting 

vith employees to Works Managers and Labour Officers. In so 

far as the latter'have specialised knowledge of industrial
i

relationsj their services should be utilised to a larger extent*

Q* 79* To what extent are.the standing’orders 
■f ■■ subject to agreement between employees and
;’i' managements ? In how many cases are they

drawn up by management alone?

Q* 80* To what extent do the Employment Standing Orders
Act, 1940 and the Model Standing: Orders formulated 
under that Act‘servo the purpose, ’or vf'i'di the 
Act was framed* L

SI* What are the disciplinary rules imposed by
management ? Do the procedure prescribed under 
the Model Standing Orders in'dealing with 
disciplinary cases require modification, and 
if so, on what lines ?

Standing orders are normally prepared by the management, 

but they are finalised only after the certifying offieor Is 

satisfied about the reasonableness of different orders after a

mutual discussion with the representatives of the man. n emen br

and the workers* Model Standing Orders serve only.as - guide 

to the managements in the preparation of the Orders berore they 

are sent to the certifying officers*
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0. 82* baa the Model Grievance Procedure Ovolv d
under the Code of Discipline served its purpose? 
If not, is there need for statutory provision 
'or the forurOlntion of an effective grievance 

procedure ? What should be the main oleinen^b of 
such a provision ? How could tt ffect < listing 
bipartite arrangements ?

The answer to the first part of the question is generally 

in the negative* The effectiveness of the Model Grievance 

Procedure depends upon the acceptance of the principle by both 

sides* The Unions should consider it their duty to educate their 

workers and make them conscious of the procedure to be adopted in 

■this regard*

Q* S3* What is the attitude of trade unions'and
employers1 organisations to the introduction, 
either by voluntary agreement or statutorily, 
of a system of grievance arbitration ?"Would ;
such a system',help in improving labour-management 
relations ?

The Chamber does not approve of the proposal to give

statutory recognition to the system of Grievance Procedure* It
/ *

will not improve labour-management relations, as nil petty

grievances will then become a dispute*

0* 3d* What are the existing facilities for*
training management and trade union personnel 
in industrial relations? To what extent are 
they used ?

There are a number of institutions which imps 't training 

both to management and trade union personnel in indu e trial 

relations. Mention may, in particularJ be made of the institutions 

of Management, Productivity Council, Administrative Staff College 

and also of the Workers* Education Scheme* Enlightened employers: 

generally co-operate with these institutions and permit both their 

supervisory personnel as well as workers to undergo training in 

these institutions*

P*T*O.
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" ’ Collective B^/aining* ,

Qr 85* What is the extent of prevalence of the system 
of collective bargaining in this country ? How 
far has it succeeded ? What has been the effect

■ f • of legislation on the growth of collective ’; 
bargaining ? • i

According to the information of the Chamber, a system 

of collective bargaining has-been resorted to in a number of cases, 

though ..there had been a'few instances where the settlement arrived 

at an a result of such bargaining was subsequently ropudiat*d by 

workers claiming to belong to Unions which were parties to such

agreements, * “
In fact,- the existence of a number of Unions in a Unit 

or an industry is a bar to any scheme of collective bargaining.

The existing legislation also do.es not encourage collec- 

•tivo bargaining, as disputes are referred to Tribunals or Adjudi

cation immediately after the failure to come to a set >* >t: 

through conciliation.

Q, 8G, If collective bargaining has to be encouregod at 
the industry level, how should the representative 
character of the bargaining agent for workers be 
determined? .

Collective bargaining at the industry level can be 

succacsful only if bargaining is done with the Indus t'. -vd-fa 

Ur ‘ on recognised on the lines indicated in rer>3y to a p-ovi'iir 

■ouestion.

Q, 37, Do you agree with the statement that (>) 
bargaining has its uses when u’nlons ha', 
built up their strength and'even tor 
unions and (b) adjudication systemvprov 
arrangement by which satisfaction can 1 
parties without open industrial conflic 
protecting the weaker party ?

-1 ' •
■uf f i - hull 
igtlr c ■ ,ig 
ci an
iven

■s also for

Q, 33, What should be4the role cf (a) collective bargaining 
| ' and (b) adjudication as methods for safeguard:! ng

industrial peace in the years to come ? 

f The Chamber is in favour of collective bargaining only*

with a recognised Union, but it is also of opinion that adjudicator 

system has- to bo resorted to in the ultimate stage, U “c t tvs

bargaining fails. There is no question of an adjudication system 
giving s tisfaction to any party, whether weak or strong, .

P,T*U.
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Q» 89# In disputes arising over a charter of ’demands, 
is .it feasible to separate areas of difference 
"between the employ or and the union into thoiio 
where collective bargaining could exclusively 
operate and others which could be loft to 
adjudication ?

Q# 90# What should be limits of collective bargaining
under conditions imposed by planned development?

It is net possible to demarcate the areas of difference 

between the employer and the Union into those, where collective 

bargaining-could exclusively operate and others which could be 

left to adjudication# In all cases where collective bargaining 

fail's, the dispute has to be referred either to conciliation 

or to adjudication#

Joint Consultation# ,

Q» 9l» Do trade unions, through’collective bargaining^ 
and joint consultation* provide an effective 
form of democracy within the enterprise ?

The answer is In the affirmative, If collective bargain 

ing and joint consultation are carried on with Trade Unions 

which have been recognised because of having at least UC$ of 

the workers in a union or an industry as their moifuf se#

C# 92# The Industrial Disputes Act, 1947, provides 
for the setting up of works commit! ”; 
promote .measures for securing and pi- '.rVlng 
amity and good relations between the miploycr 
and the workmen”« Have they been functioning 
satisfactorily wherever they have be m set up?
If not, what factors have militated -gainst 
their setting up and proper functioning ?

Q» 93# To meet the criticism that works Committees 
-I have been languishing for want of definition of

their specific functions, an illustrative list o 
functions of works committees was evolved by the 
Indian Labour Conference* Assuming t1 - t thore 
can be a clash of functions betweer e ti ide 
union and works committee, can this list be the 
basis for demarcation/definition of works 
Committees1 functions?

94# Suggest measures for improving the utility of 
the works committees with particular reference 
to their composition and functions#

The institution of Works Committees has not so far met 

x with great success mostly because of the opposition of Trade

n m r1 * ' 4
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1- Io n, 'co o .system® The Chamber, however, feels that- opportunity 

'should, be given for- the proper functioning‘of the Works Committees

'<. on the lines suggested by the Indian Labour Conference, This,

\ however, will depend on the co-operation which tho Trade Unions •

may offer in the matter®

<$® 97, (a) Is it feasible to introduce a schomo of 
workers’ participation in management by 
making the workers shareholders?

(b) If it is considered feasible what stops’" 
should be taken to facilitated the intro
duction of such a■scheme?

(c) Does such shareholding give adequate voice to 
workers in running of the establishment ?

.(d) Are there any other methods by which workers 
can participate in management ?

The Chamber does not consider that a scheme of workers1 

participation in management by making them shareholders will 

serve any purpose in fostering a sense of participation in tho 

undertaking among workers® The few experiments have 1-eon made .In 

this regard have also not been very successful®

'On the other hand, this has caused some difficulties 

because, as has happened in certain cases, the worker shareholders 

so not personally attend the meetings but depute Trade Union 

leaders to attend as their proxies® These leaders utilise the 

'forum of the shareholders -meetings to propage their r-'rticuilar 

points of view which are not strictly relevant to th -olntn for 

discussions at such meetings®

The position is not better even when worker shareholders 

§ choose to attend the meetings in persons® Shareholders of many 

.. companies, particularly larger ones, are spread over many parts

of tho country and many of them do not find it possible to attend, 

meetings in person, though they send their proxies® The worker 

shareholders, on the other hand, being generally resident in tho 

same city.or town do not have any difficulty in attending ' ■ f'ngr

• either in person or through proxies® This has often •enultsd in tl 

annual meetings of shareholders ending in rowdyism and other 

disturbances®
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As the objective of sharing the profits of all companies !

' with the ’ has fcicn fulfilled by the enactment of the Payment
>r s may ha^ 1 o ; in t

worhing of th-.. Industries through Works Committees and also Joint 

Management Councils where possible) the Chamber is of opinion that 

tho question of making workers' shareholders of a company may be 

dropped^ .

% 93tf To what extent has the conciliation machinery 
given satisfaction_to the parties to a 
dispute ?

Q. 99* tlement of industrial ttlsputes
fihow that conciliation machinery has played a 
piyotal role in maintaining industrial peace.
A^ the «ame time) many major disputes inny not 
bp amenable to settlement through conciliation 
Machinery. Do you agree with this assessment 
<?f the functioning and utility of the. machinery ?

Q*. 100* What changes in the organisation and staffing 
of the machinery and powers of conciliation 
officers would you advocate ? Please indicate 
the specific changes / improvements which will 
make for a more expeditions and effective disposal 
of conciliation work ?

Should conciliators be named arbitrators in i
disputes handled by their colleagues ?

Gonerally speaking) the conciliation machinery i -ns not 

given satisfaction because of a number of factors. In do first 

place^ the present machinery is not adequate enough to handle 

the large rfumber of cases which are referred for conciliation. The. 

number of officers is comparatively small, while propc ?ly qualified 

persons with necessary training are not always available to dandle 

complicated cases. In the second place, the time taken is nl no 

rather very long. In the third place, as tho conciliation offiedre ’ 

generally>do iiot like to displease workers, they always ask the 

management to give more concessions thali what they agree to do.

Employers have necessarily to resort to conciliation when 

bipartite negotiations fail, and the question of conciliation 

machinery giving satisfaction to the parties does not generally 

arise in such cases.

P.T.O.
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What is necessary is that the machinery should be adequately 

.is quipped* both In quality , and in quantity* and a definite time 

limit should be laid, down for the disposal of conciliation work,
. J’ I

The .Chamber is opposed to; conciliators being named 

1arbitrators1 in disputes handled by their colleagues,

ADJUCIATION.*.-<**. ** *r>‘*«* ***K«nsi t I

Q* 102* What arc.' the criteria for assessing the 
suitability or otherwise of the present" 
system of adjudication ? Do you think thO"system

. has played an important role in maintaining 
industrial peace ? Should the system be retained ?

While* as mentioned above* the Chamber feels that due 

emphasis should be given to settlement of disputes through 

collective bargaining* it is also of opinion that the system of 

adjudication should be retained in the industrial relations 

settlement machinery for dealing with all cases where bipartite 

negotiations fail.

By xnd large* the present system of adjudicaL i, n has 

helped in maintaining industrial peace* but the Chamber is of 

opinion that* apart from expeditiously disposing of the cases 

referred to the Tribunals* it is also very necessary to consider 

the manner of constituting the Tribunals* The present system of 

appointing either retired judicial officers or those who are 

due to retire as members of the judiciary is not at all satis

factory; it should be replaced by a separate cadre «■ ' qualified 

persons. The appointing authority should be the Iich Courts and 

recruitment should bu made from persons with adequate judicial 

experience qualified to be appointed as High Court .fudges*

Q • 103* In case adjudication machinery is to
be retained* what powers should it kn.vQ~ 
in industrial disputes relating to discharge 
and dismissals ?

In disposing of cases relating to discharge and dismissal* 

the Tribunals should be guided by the principles of natural 

justice and should guard against any worker boing vi- bimir^rj.

P.T .0
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Q* 10<* Are the existing arrangements for reference of 
disputes to adjudication satisfactory ? Xf 
not3 how can the arrangements be improved ?

There have been cases where disputes have been referred to

Tribunals on flimsy groundst and there should be some machinery
****,.'■

for screening the cases before they are referred to Tribunals*

Q* 105* Should the authority for appointment of
industrial tribunals be vested in the Labour 
Departments ? If not, where should it lio ?

As mentioned in reply to question No* 102, appointment of

industrial tribunals should not. be vested on the Labour Departments*

They should be appointed by High Courts*

■Q* 106* There is a section of opinion that tho existing 
procedure and practices involving difforont* 
stages like conciliation, adjudication,'etc* in' 
settlement of disputes take'an unduly long time*
What measures would you advocate for expeditions

settlement of disputes ?

-Q* 107* Do you think the revival of the Labour AppoXlato 
Tribunal would help in the expeditions sot I Lemont 
of disputes ?

As mentioned in answers to previous questions, an unusually 

long time is at present taken by both the conciliation officers 

and the Tribunals in the disposal of cases referred to them* The 

Conciliation Officers should be given a definite time limit within 

which they shall have to dispose of cases, while procedure should 

followed by Tribunals should also be simplfied*

The Chamber is in favour of tho revival of th Labour 

Appellate Tribunal, an this would help in eapodllb. ■ floliJotwnfc 

of the disputes*

Q* 109* What measures should be taken to ensure full r - 
and speedy implementation of tribunal awards 
and agreements ?

There is no question that the Tribunal awards should be 

fully implemented without-any unnecessary loss of time* All cases 

of non*tmplementation should be referred, as is the case also at 

present, to Che Evaluation and Implementation Com iH ice !■ r 

necessary action* There may be a few cases where pel.Loo my be 

unable to implement the award because of genuine diICiculLIcs-but, 

subject to the appeal to the Labour Appellate Tribunal, r 1.1 cases
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of n on-implement at ion should bo dealt with strictly ..and penal
. .. provisions should be enforced*

11.0* Has the Code of Displine served its 
Purpose ?

Q» 111* Wh.t<*fc provlsioncj if any, of the Cod# 
of Discipline should be given a legal 
shape ? ,

The expectations aroused at the time the Code of Discipline 

was adopted have not been fully realised* Though it lias codified the 

principles which both employers and workers should observe in their 

mutual relations and has to that extent served as a moral force, it 

has been honoured more by breaches than.by observance.

The machineries set up under the Codo should be actlvisod 

and the Evaluation and the Implementation Committees should meet 

more frequently*

The Unions also should accept the Model Grievance Procedure*

Q* 112* What is the role of voluntary arbitration
in the achievement of good Industrial"relations?
In what way can the Central Organisations of 
employers and workers promote voluntary arbitral 
tion ? Should a provision for voluntary arbitra
tion be incorporated in all collective agreements ?

Q* 113* Please indicate the areas of induotria.l disputes 
where voluntary arbitration could be p.. Cerred to 
adjudication* t

Q* lid* Are you in favour of setting up standing arbi
tration boards ? If so, indicate (a) their 
composition (b) procedure for setting up of such 
boards and (c) subjects to be referred to them*

Q* 113• What professional group provides the best arbi
trators ? Civil servants ? Lawyers ? Academics? 
Businessmen .? Trade unionists ? Technicians:
Others ?

Q* 116* What should be the arrangements for mef ting 
the expenses of arbitration ?

Voluntary arbitration, by Its very nature, depends on the ; 

willingness of both the parties to the dispute to abide by the aware 

of arbitrators* The Central Organisations, on their part, can da 

very little except giving advice to their respective members to refer 

their disputes to voluntary arbitration*

P*T*O.



Il both employers and employees, who are parties to a 

dispute? agree to.such a cause, it will be for them to decide 

upon whoever may appear to*them suitable®

It. may, however, be pointed out that, in actual practice, 

difficulties will be experienced in finding suitable and expert** 

cncob. persons acceptable to both the parties®

There Is, on principle, no objection to incorporate a 

provision for voluntary arbitration in all collective agreements 

if both the parties agree to such a procedure being adopted. It 

•is not. however, possible, to indicate the areas of industrial 

dispute when voluntary arbitration could be preferred to 

adjudication®

The Chamber does noc favour the proposal to ret up 

Standing Arbitration Boards®

The expenses of arbitration should be borne by the parties®

Q® 117® Do you consider that the existing res'v'idtions 
on workers1 right to strike and the employers1 
right to declare a lockout need to be modified 
in any way ? If'so. please indicate thesO" 
modifications together'with reasons in support 
of these modifications®

• Subject to the observation made below, the existing 

restrictions are adequate® fill that is necessary is 1 mt ■ hey 

should be' strictly enforced®

TJic Chamber would, however, like to suggest ’ it lockouts

declared during an adjudication proceeding should be permitted If

they are forced on employers as a precautionary moanae against

risk to life and property in their establishments caused by action

taken by striking 3s employees.

Q® 118® Do union rules provide for a procedure to 
be gone through before giving a call tor 
strike ? If 'so, to what extent is this 
procedure observed in practice ?

The Chamber has no information on this point.

P.T®0.
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Q» 119# If a strike-is called/lockout is declared, 
is prior notice always given to the other 
party ? In what cases, if any, no such 
notice is given ?

As far as the Chamber is aware, no prior notice is
generally given of strikes in non-public utility concerns.

C» 120# In how many cases within your knowledge have 
workers been able to secure wages for the 
strike period when the strike is declared" 
legal ? Are there cases where strike pay is 
given when the strike is illegal ? :

The question' pf payment of wages during an illegal
■strike does not arise#

Q# 122# Are there instances of workers going
on strike without sanction of the Union ?

Instances of workors going on strike without the sanction 
of the Union are not many, because in most cases Unions have 
become very strong#

In those cases where strikes are declared without the 
prior^sanction of Unions, the latter do not in many cases, cannot 
repudiate such actions#

• '* fi’*
Q# 123# In what way in practice do trade unions 

and managements keep in touch with each" 
other during a strike in order to facilitate 
a settlement ? What is the role of'Government 
machinery in such cases ? Should Goa ninont 
intervene in cases where a strike is (I) legal 
(il) illegal#

Contacts during the strike period are maintained by the 
parties through the conciliation machinery#

Government should play a fair and impartial rolo in all~ 
such case's#
Genoi;alf,

Q# 124# What has been the rolo of tripartite committogo 
like the Indian Labour Conference. SI: ending 
Labour Committee, Industrial Committee, etc# in 
evolving through mutual discussions end agreements 
acceptable arrangements in the various fields of 
labour relations?

In the context of the provision of the Constitution 
regarding adult franchise and in the absence of representation

. in Parliament of special interests, the Indian Labour Conference 
. V P#T#O#
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. and the Standing Cdiamittee provide a very useful forum

■ foi* employers md employees to moot in a Tripartite Conference

with the representatives .of the Central and State Governments for j 

a discussion of all matters relating to.labour policy. Particularly 

also in view of the further provision of the Constitution making 

“labour” a concurrent subject,' and in view also of th: near

• certainty of different political parties coming into power in

'different States* an Organisation on which* besides the Central 

Organisation of Employers and Employees* both the Cent -al and the 

Various State Governments are also represented should bo increasingly 

utilised for a full and frank discussion of the labour policies to

bo pursued by the Central Government and in the States and for 

decising upon the broad guidelines to be followed all over the

• country in regard to labour legislation.

The Tripartite Conciliation machinery has been fairly

. successful so far. But its usefulness will depend upon the extent

, to which the Central and State Governments agree to obtain prior 

•.approval of the Indian Labour Conference before sponsoring any

new labour legislation or amendments of existing laws.

EsJ83lSKC/lO.5»S3„.
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V. WAGES

0.130 : How doen the current availability of unskilled 
labour affect the level of wageo ?

- •
Contrary to the generally accepted imp re onion, the law 

of demand and supply does not operate in the case of fixation 

of wages in the organised sector of the industry. While the 

paying capacity of the industry is an important factor to con

sider, wages in organised industries are fixed by awards given 

by* the wage-fixing authorities, who are generally guided in this 

respect by the principles laid down by the Fair Wagon Comri , i;qo.

In some oases wages are also fixed by bipartite negotiations.

C. 131 : What has been the relationship between wages in 
agriculture and other unorganised sectors 
and wages in industry ?

i

Q.132 ? Should wages in agriculture and unorganised 
industries be allowed to influence wages 
in industry ? •

As a general rule, the level of wages in organ., sed industry

is very much higher than that paid to agricultural workers and

those in other unorganised sectors. This has been brought about

by several factors, mainly the bargaining strength ol organised

industrial labour, awards And recommendations of Tribunals and Wage

Boards, actions taken by State Governments in pursuant* 1 of the 
. ' .... x'policy to fix Minimum Wages and also because of the existence of , 

escalation clauses In the Wage structure in proportio *, to the rise 

in the cost of living. Having regard further to the f-.ct that 

workers in organised Industries are entitled also to Bonus • nd to 
social welfare benefits conferred by the ESI and the 1 "ovident 

Fund Schemes and other* fringe benefits, there is no doubt that 

they are in a much better financial position ,vis-a-vls workers 

in agriculture and unorganised industries.

The Chamber would) in this connection, state that while in 

its opinion, there should be a certain amount of difference between 

the wages paid to organised industries and those in unorganised

(p.56)sect ora, • • •
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seotoro, .particulariy in agriculture, in order to offer |on induce 

nent to the surplus rural .population to take up jobs in organised 

industry in urban areas, the existence of a great disparity xn.

• the wages in the two sectors io undesirable from a wider social 

point of view. It is not in the interest of the economic deve
lopment and also nt ability that the level of wages (including 

other benefits) paid .to industrial workers, who fori j ily a small 

fraction of the total working force in the country, whould be oui 

of proportion to the level prevailing in the unorganised aector. 

-She difference should, therefore be limited to a reasonable rate.

a. To what extent is the existing level of wages 
a result of the traditional node of wage 
settlement, collective bargaining, awards, 
etc. ?

Vi de answer to Question No. 130.

Minimum Wages

21121

As set forth in the report of the Committee on 
Pair Wages, "The minimum. wage must provide 
not merely for the bare sustenance of life, 
out for preservation of the health and effi
ciency* of the worker. for this purpose, the 
minimum wage must also provide for some 
measure of education, medical requiresc ts 
and ams-iities.’’ Should this concept c ’.ni? i 
wage be modified in any way ?

The 15th Session of the In linn Labour C
accepted certain norms in regard to th< -<ize 
of tile worker’s family and minimum requiranen 
of the family relating to food, clothing, hou
sing and other items of expenditure. Attempts 
made by some wage fixing authorities to iual! ay 
the minimum wage have brought out the '■ ficsl.'- 
tieo in implementing the formula. In what're - 
pects do the standards require reconsideration ?

If it is not feasible to provide the minimum• 
wage referred to above to the working class 
is it possible to suggest •’a. phased programme 
for implementing the need-based minimum as 
recommended by the Indian Labour Conference ?

Workers should undoubtedly be assured a,minimum age ■ d, 

to the extent that it is a subsistence wage, no employer can kia
any justification for refusing to pay the same.-

The ... (p.57)
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The difficulty, however, arises in determining the proper 

, ’.-concept of ’’minimum Wage", The question of fixing mininun wagon

on the principle of "needs’- has to be- considered in the light 

of a number of oonai derations which arc mentioned below.

Xn the first place, the norms fixed by the 15th Session 

of the Indian Labour Conference definitely appear to be unrea

listic in the conditions prevailing in the country for many 

years in the pant and likely to continue for yet some more years 

in the past and likely to continue for yet some more years in 

future. ' So far as food requirements are concerned, "a nf- 

intake of 2,700 calories, as recommended by Dr. Aykroyd for a;i 

average Indian adult of moderate activity" will res-J i as Ido..I. 

the attainment of which in the near future is very i uch proble

matic. According to the Draft Fourth Five Year Fla; , the 

per capita availability of calorific value of foodstuff was 

only 2,145 per day in 1964-65 when the production o' foodgroins 

had reached the all-time record of 89 million tonne::, since when 

■ production came down very steeply. Though last year there was 

a fairly' satisfactory crop, it did not come up to 9!> mill.'; on ; 

tonnes, the figure which had earlier been estimated "or 1967, an 

it is very doubtful whether production during the n< ’ f ye-

will rise to the extent qualifying a per capita int-i a of 2,7r:;*
*wz

calories, having regard to the increase, in populati ■ meanwhile.

It may also be pointed out that while the per capita, 

a vail ability of cereals per day for the whole of In lia in 196? 

was 359 grammes'according to the Economic Survey for 1967-68 

publichedby the Government of India, Ministry of F' -vigg, 'he 

daily ration of cereals to heavy manual workers in the Cal co it a 

Industrial Area under the scheme of Statutory Rationing was 

fixed in February 1966 at a. much lower figure viz. 300 grammes. 

Even this low quota could not’ be maintained for long and, with 

the gradual deterioration of the food situation in V.'est Bengal, 

this quota was subsequently reduced to about 2 35 grammes.

In the ... (p.58)



In the ci rcum stances, the computation of "needs" of our 

industrial v/orker on the basis of 2,700 calories of £ood seems 

to' be. very much unrealistic, particularly also because '..the avai

lability of other supplementary foodstaffs in equally unsatis

factory. It m;\y be added that the industrial workers, residing 

mainly in the Statutorily Rationed Areas have also the advan

tage of securing their requirements at officially controlled 

prices, which are much lower ‘'lion the open market pruceo pre

vailing elsewhere in the country.

As regards cloth, requirements were estimated by the 

Indian Labour Conference at a per capita consumption of 1b yards 

per annum equivalent to 16.05 metres, as against the availa

bility of 15 metres per annum in 1964-65, according : o the 

Draft Fourth Five Year Flan. As the production of cot bon cloth 

(both in the mill and the decentralised sectors) cnpo town to 

7 304 million metres in 1966-67 from 74 36 million met 'es in 

1965-66 and 774.4 1313 *ln the previous year {vide Econo J.o Survey),

' is not surprising that the per capita aval LabilJ 1 :n 1 366 -67 

was reduced to 13.8 metres per annum.

The point which the Chamber desires to emphasise is that 

in asses sing the "needs" of a worker and hio family, due attention 

has to be given to the fact that the ability of sny ndividual 

to secure the minimum needs depends not merely on hl ■ financial 

resources but also on the physioal availability of t? . consu ipfi.on 

goodds in the country during any period of time. Tb<- J'ixaJd on of 

the minimum wage-only on. the basis of any theoretical assessment 

of the needs of a worker and his family, without taking into 

account the availability of the commodities, will on the other 

,'hand only lead to the accentuation of the inflationary trend 

- or the cu.version of the naOittonnl income generated to what 
might be orj-lc'l unoocinl conoumption of liquero, uni< co oinul- 

taneou,ily effective steps are taken for a steady rise in the

standard of living of the workers by racking avahlab l o !o tb<n 

other items of consumption which may add to their con forts. It is

vory ...• (p.59)
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very likely that the payment of wages in excess of what may he 

spent for purchasing the comparatively email quantities of goods 

available - doubtless at prices, controlled or otherwise, current 

at a given time - will not in any way benefit the woikorn.

. Thio aspect of the matter appears to have been overlooked 

by the Tribunals and Wage Boards in fixJ.ng the minimum wages 

of workers.

In the second place, the concept of minimum wages provi

ding also for some measure of education and medical requirements 

(as recommended by the Pair Wages Committee) has to be co : 5 dered 

in the light of the obligation which the State has Jr this re

gard. While many employers, particularly in the tea carders 

and collieries and also in Industrial townships, main fain )

schools for their employees and also provide for medical relief 

to their workers, the State should not shirk the responsibilities 

imposed on it by the constitution in providing from primary 

education to all school-going children, including the children 

of industrial workers, and also for setting up adequate nu »bcr 

of hospitals in the oountry, A large number of employers • w 

also making compulsory contributions to the Employees” State 

Insurance Corporation for providing medical benefits '-.o their 

employees and to the members of their familities. In considering 

this matter, the Chamber would once again emphasise that the 

provision of overall benefits depends on the availability of

adequate number of teachers and medical practitioners in the
t

country and also of medicines. The slow progress in providing 

medical benefil^i to the workers of establishmer. fcs cov< red, by 

the ESI Scheme* because of the lack of Doctors, Hurs< • :id Ilorq 

tpl accommodation io a pointer to thj s question.

The Chamber is anxious to make it clear that the observa

tions made in the foregoing paragraphs should not convey the
•1 -tf. - ■ *
idea that it is against the payment of minimum wages to indus

trial and other workers. Employers should not, in any case, 

refuse ... (p.6o)refuse
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refuse to discharge this responsibility.

It is, however, necessary that the needs of the workers 

should be correlated to those of other seotions of the ccnmunity 

nnd should be determined in the context of the physical availa

bility of the goods and cervices and also the extent to which 

the State - as diotlnguished from the employer - should have 
the responsibility to provide all these goods and services 

either from or at a subsidised rates. In other words, there 

should be a certain degree of floribility in the concept of 

’’need-based wages, and the obligation of the employee in this 

respect should be laid down, according to a phased programme.

It is also necessary, in this connection, to pJ ,-poini; the 

following factors to which. the Fair Wages Comm 1.fte< 1 i drawn 

attention.:

(i)‘ the productivity of labour ;

(ii) the prevailing rates of wages in the same or 
similar occupations in the same or neigh
bouring localities ;

(iii) the level of the national income and its dis
tribution: 5 and

(iv) the place of the Industry in the economy c 
the country.

Unfortunately, however, the various wage-fixin ■ .uth< -ci

ties, including Tribunals and Wage Boards, do not; of' g!v<- 

due recognition to these factors, even though the rep ?senJ< 

tives of Employers Organisations repeatedly draw thei ■ attention 

•to these points*

Q, 137 * The Committee on Fair Wage made its re co mend- —
tionc about minimum wage against the background 
of conditions in the industrial secto Bo 
these ideas require modification if they .arc: 
to be relevant to non-industrial works who 
predominate in the economy ?

0.136 : If the idea of fixing a National Minimum i-ige 
is to be accepted taking into account ’be 
replf questions 134 to 137 abov< ,
is it to be wo iked out in practice ?

Q.139 ... (p.6 1)
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h.129 ; Ac between different regions in the country it 
in not only that prices of consumption. goods 
vary, but the content of the minimum needs 
then selves can be different.^ How art then© 
variations to be provided for in arriving 
at the National Minimum ?

Supplementing the observations made above, the Chamber 

would point out that it is not possible in the existing con

dition of the country to fix a. National Minimum Wage, whether
• ' ' • i

for industrial workers only or for all the work force. A 

uniform scale will be unworkable mainly because of different 

conditions prevailing in different sectors of the economy, not 

to speak of the existing low volume of production of he various 

items of cqnsumption and of services available.

. The

and large

The

Q, 140 Would you favour* any change in the definition 
'■ of ’fair' and ’living’ wage given

. 1 by the Committee on Pair Wages ? Whr 1 in your 
opinion could have been the concept of 'living 
wage’ referred to in the Constitution ?

• I
definitions given by the Fair Wages Comml ' !;ee are by 

satisfactory, subject to the observations 'ade abov^.

concept of living vhnge in the Constitution should br

interpreted both in the light of the contribution a1 -'oady made 

by the employers to the various Social Welfare Fund id the 

responsibility of the State to provide certain mini standards' 

of education, medical help etc. to all citizens, including 

. in dus t ri al wo rk e r s.

1 e am e a s Al 1 o wan c e

Q. 14 1 ■■ Considering the need for protecting n a I wage, 
how should one provide for revision of wages/ 
wage rates for changes in price lev 1 ?
Should this be by ‘revision of the v Its Lf 
or by a provision of a separate component 
absorb price changes ? .

Subject to the observations made in reply to 9.145, the

Chamber would point out that the best method of compensating 

the workers for any increase in prices is to conti 

a separate variable dearness allowance in addition 

wage. No change should be made in the existing pi

is to continue 1 to pay

in a.ddltion f o the has:

existing pu'/d 1 ce.

0.2 . . . (p.6?)
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In.view of the prevalence of several methods to 
provide for the payment of a separate allowance 
to meet changes in coot of living, io it fea
sible to apply any one system on a uniform basic? 
Which system, would be most appropriate ?

q, 143 ; If a system in whi c h do am e s s1 alio w an c c a d j u a t e d 
to changes in cost of living is favoured —

(a) Which index, number vla.(i) All India 
(ii) regional or (iii) local should be 
preferred ?

(b) What should be the frequency at which 
revision should be made - monthly/ 
quarterly/half-yearly, etc. ?

(c) What should be the extent of change in 
the index which should warrant such 
revision in dearness allowance - each 
point/slab of 5 points/slab of 10 points, 
etc. ? Give reasons.

The Chamber would prefer the All India Index Number.

The rate of dearness allowance should be changed at an 

interval of not lesq than one year.

The extent of change in the index to warrant revision 

should be a slab of 5 points.

Q, 144 s In determining the quantum of dearness allowance, 
what should be the principles governing the 
rate of neutralisation of price rise ?

Q. 145 * Considering that payment of a cost of .1 ' /Jng 
allowance is meant to ensure that real 
wage of employees is not eroded by prJ co 
increases, should the capacity to pay of 
an industry unit be a relevant consideration 
in fixing the rate of dearness allowance ?

While conceding that the real wage of employees should 

not be eroded by price increases, the Chamber would point out 

that increase in prices caused by inflationary policies of 

Government affects all sections of the community - and no.t 

merely workers employed in commercial and industrial establish

ments - and it is not possible in all cases to compensate than 

fully against the erosion of their real income. There is no 

reason why employers in the private sector only should be asked 

to bear the burden entailed by the grant of additional allowances 

to their workers to compensate them against rise in prices

(p.63)caused ...
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. caused by tl 0 h..•..iai- ;.onr?y policies of Governs eat, particularly 

aloo.bccaune ninny industrial units do not earn additional 

profits because of such rises in prices. The increase in

• prices of .essential consumer goods, in fact, often causes a 

shinkp.ge to the volume .of sales of other industries producing

' durables, • apart from putting a check on any sympathetic rise 

in the prices thereof.

A point that should not be ignored in considering this 

matter is the ohain effect of a rise in total wages in propor

tion to the rise in prices on further rise in prices. In order 

that tliis vicious circle may be broken, it is absolutely essen-

' tial that Government should adopt a rational price policy and 

take effective steps for stabilisation of prices at a parti

cular level.

Q. 146 : In areao/activities where part of the wages
is in kind, what adjustments should be made 
in fixing the quantum of clearness allowance ?

In dealing with this question, the Chamber would refer to 

the peculiar case of the Tea Industry of North East India, where 

the employers have to supply a specified quantity of cereals to 

the workers, and their dependents at 54 £. per kg. Ev> 1 if the

• entire quantity required by them for this purpose had been

supplied to them by Government, the financial loss entailed on 

them by the difference between the controlled price .and the 

issue price would have been considerable. On these occasions 

when they have to obtain the whole or part of this requirements 

■from the open market due to the shirking of the responsibility 

.by Government in this regard, the loss is increased correspon—

. dingly.

There may be other instances of such subsidization by 

employers of the price of goods supplied to workers in kind, of 

which the Chamber has no infomation.

It is ... (p.64)
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It if. only fair thal thio should be taken Into account 

while detexmixiing. the rates of wr^ges or dewiness allowances

|paid to workers.

■ rihg e B enef 1t s

0, 147 : How should fringe benefits be defined What 
should be their scope and content '■ To what 
extent do such benefits affect production 
costs ?

Q, 148 '• How far can the fringe benefits be a substitute 
for higher money earnings ?

All these benefits given to workers which are not part 

of wages directly paid to then may be considered fringe bene

fits. These nay confine the supply of food at subsidised rates 

from canteens, expenses incurred in providing housing and 

facilities for education snd medical treatment. Sor e of these 

are statutory obligations, while a few others are voluntarily 

undertaken by none employers.

Though not part of wages, the monetary Value of those 

benefits naturally increase production costs, and to the extent 

these help to reduce the cost of living of the workers, their 

incidence should be taken into account in determining the level 

of wages and dearness allowance.

Wag e P3. f f e r on tl al s

Q. 149 » Do the existing wage differentials in ’he pi onto 
within your knowledge appropriately nflect 
the consideration mentioned in the ■< port of 

■ the Committee on Pair Wages. viz., •<■<•■ 
skill, strain of work, length of won , training 

- requirement, responsibility undertakei, mental 
and physical strain, disagree.ablenes- of the 
task, hazards of work and fatigue ?

1 What has been the effect of the existing systems 
of deafness allowance on wage differentials ? 
What steps would you suggest to rationalise 
present arrangements ?

Evolution of a scientific system of wage dif f^rentials 

would depend on a proper job evaluation. As, however, such 

evaluation has not made much progress’ in the country, there are

many ... (p.69)
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many cases where ws.ge differentials do not take into account 

of the factor ;v lfloned in the question except in no far as 

different scales of wages ns fixed by wage fixing authorities 

for different broad categories of workers.

The existing system of dearness allowance does not very 

much change the differentials in those cases where dearness 

allowance is given on a slab quantum basis, and not on percen 

tnge basis.

Methods of Wage Fixation

Q, 15 1 f As between different methods of wage fixation 
obtaining at present, namely, (statutory wage 
fixation, wage fixation through collective 
bargaining, fixation tlirough wage boards, and 
wage fixation resulting from adjudication etc., 
which method or methods would be more suitable 
for adoption in future ? If one or the other 
arrangement is needed for different sectors, 
indicate sectorwioe the arrangement needed.

As mentioned in reply to questions included in Section IV* 

the Chamber io generally in favour of all settlements through 

collective bargaining, wherever possible.

As, however, this.may not suit all cases, even where

strong representative Unions have been recognised, recourse

has necessarily to be made to the statutory wage-fixing machi- 
/
nexieo and also in some cases to Wage Boards.

Q. 15 3 * Tripartite wage boards came in vogue bee-use 
it was felt that an arrangments by which 
parties themselves can have a hand in 
shaping the wage structure in an Indus'ry

'■ . could be more enduring than the one where
an award is handed down by a third party.
Has this expectation been fulfilled ?

Q. 154 t (a) In what respects should be operation of 
wage boards be modified to improve 
their working ?

(b) Should wage board recommendations have
legal sanction ?a.

The experiment of Wage Board has not been much of a success 

so far mostly because of the manner in which they are constituted 

and the procedure which they follow in arriving at any findings.

The ... (p.66)



The oc,i*.c • o; ug both parties to cone to a mutual agreement

though t is machinery ha; been fruotrated because the Chrlwan .
* and the "independent" members have not in? many cases taken an 

impartial view'arm have generally aided with the employees when
ever-the employers diave found it difficult to agree withjthe 

latter.

The phanber feels that there io no need for appointing the--’" 

so-called independent persons as members of the Board and that
' f

the representatives of employers and employees should meet under 

the Chairmanship of an independent Chairman whose duty should 

be to kelp the opposing parties to cone to a mutually acceptable 

'formula.

It has also been complained that the atmosphere in which 

deliberations are oondu'oted in nestings of tjie Wage Boards oftc 
make any serious consideration of the points of issue extremely 

difficult, if not impossible, and further that a practice has 

developed, in the case of a few Boards, of what may be described 

as "horse trading".

• The recommendations of the Board, therefore often suffer 

from the serious defect of ignoring the fixation of wages at a 

level linked with Productivity.

1 j\ further defect in the existing system is for single

Wage Board to settle the level of wages in an industr.z having 

^units in different □ of the pountry where condi 1 a ct
the same.

The Chamber would farther invite attention to the fact that$ 

vdrile, in the beginning it was expected that only the unanimous 

recommendation of the Wage Boards should be binding on all units. 

Goveiweijt have for sme jjine Been p reading the in lu wry to

'implement the majority recommendations in so far as those have 
been accepted by than,

y. ■ It io necessary that only the unanimous reconnendatipns 

of the ... (p.67)
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of the Wage Boards should be binding on all the unite covered 

by •‘•he ;r.’e» All pointe on which the parties are no< able to cone 

to any agreement should, ns a matter of rule, be referred to 

adjudication.

'' Wage, Policy ...
/:■ • . ‘

Q, 166 • (a): How oould the criteria of fairness to labour,
development of industry, capital formation, 
return to entrepreneur, etc., be taken into 
account in wage fixation ?

(b) It in said that in the balanoe between fair 
wages to work era, fair profits to entre-

J preneurs and fair returns to treasury, the
consumers are often left behind. Ho-. far 
ia thia criticism valid ? How beat can the 
situation be remedied ?

‘ ka) While fair wage a should be paid, due consideration

.should at the same tine be given to the other factors mentioned
.-I . ■
in the question.

(b) If fair wages are given to workers, f at r profit a are 

given to entrepreneurs and if also the Treasury gets fair returns 

it has to be presumed that fair prices are charged, and consumers 

should not have any grievance on account of prices thn,! are c’farv <■

Q, 168 : Is ■•here a need for sectional balance in w re 
structure between the public and private

:i. -.|’Sfe sectors ? If there is, how should it be
P r ’ 1' achieved ? ,
’ ' f ' ' ' '

There should not be any differences in the Wage s' nature 

of public and private sectors.

Ko.de of Wage Payment •

Q« 16 9 * Whht are the existing practices in r . -d to
payment of wages in kind ? Would .pm sugrg t

ii. extension to units where it is not obtai
ning at present ?

As already mentioned in reply to Question 146, Te~ Industry 

in North Bant India haa to supply oesrealn to the workers and their 
lep.endents at a very low rate, much lower than the Govern rent con

trolled rates, not to speak of the market rates.
\

, The Chamber is definitely opposed to this system of paying 

part of wages in. lid.
. ..’f
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Q. 160 : To what extent is the method of paying unskilled 
workers on tine scale of pay common ? Would 
you favour its extension ?

The Chamber io in favour of paying unskilled workers on 

tine scale of pay.

Q. 161 : Do- you favour the suggestion that the total 
wage packet should comalat of three corn— 
ponents, namely, the basic wage, th< other 
depending on price changes and the third 
which takes into account -productivity changes ? 
If oo, how should thio suggestion be made 
operative ?

It is only- reasonable to expect that workers should give 

a reasonable quantum of production in return. for a given wage 

level (including both basic wage and dearness allowance). In 

case there is an additional production in excess of the nom 

111at a ddi ti on al p aym ent s haul d be p ai d t o wo rk ers,

General:

Q. 163 Is the scheme for payment of annual bonus 
embodied in the Payment of Bonus Act,
1965, satisfactory ? If not, what are 
your suggestions ? How does the late;-1 
decision of the Supreme Court affect the 
Scheme of the Act ?

• Q.164 s What should be the place of bonus pay ■ bo 
(' , ' in the future system of remuneration

The Payment of Bonus Act provides for a minlmu bonus 

of 4% even in the case of undertaking incurring los >.

.The-Chamber is definitely of opinion that this provision 

is not fair, in so far as it ignores the principle of profit

• sharing and it would suggest that the Act should be modified 

so as to all undertakings from the payment of bonus in any 

year when their wo iking results reveal loss.

t
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